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ls i the son “of a Scotch Duke and not a
Prince of the Royal blood at all; nay, he is
the brother of a merchant, for one of the

Duke of Argyll's sons is connected with
mercantile affairs. The people of England,
a portionof them, a very small portion

and fatherland in their souls, have again probably, protest against any dowry or penand again, in a way unparalleled in modern | sion being granted to the Princess out of
history and in almost ‘all history, utterly the public purse. It is a proof of the cross
and signally defeated the best disciplined purposes opinion now plays when a popular
armies of the most military nation of the act of our Queen develops disloyalty in En-

gland and calls forth indignation from Gerworld,
.... The year opened for England with the many.
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The Warning Star.

of the English church.

The motion will be

lost or withdrawn, but it will bring the subject before

our Legislature and before the

country, and prepare the way for separation
of Church and State. That such separation
must come, is admitted in a far greater de-

gree than ever, Churchmen are not only
acknowledging it as inevitable and preparing for it, but they are beginning to advocate it: At Liverpool, at the instance of the
Church Union, a member of the éstablishment

urged

the retirement

of the Church

from the State for her own welfure.

spective of religious belief, and are anxious

thst it should not be a condition of obtain=
ing fellowship and other coliege emoluments that there should be either member-

orders

town,

and

always

much

esteemed

amongst us for his kindly spirit, his sterling
conscientionsness and genuine fervent piety.
THOMAS GOADBY.
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That merciful Father who cares for the pointed has yét been mentioned between
physical neéedsof his children has provided them. There have been several dinner parin the gift of his Son a supply for all our ties givem to thé commissioners by some of
its members, and they-have also been ‘con-)
spiritual needs.

were affixed to each directly you attempt
to move, and experienced swimmers fail
Jin.their best strokes, by reason of the nie
natural buoyancy with which they haye to
Your limbs

are

on ® thesurface,

beauty never furtiered

a single duty.

. {SHODDY ‘ARISTOCRACY.
Thosé who watched the surface of our
“society” during the progress of the late
make- themselves

mad or merry over the sudden rush into so-

the performance of

And though ‘this "falsity is

¥

not wholly and in terms admitted,
seems to be partly and practically
much of the doing and teaching even
ly men, who, in the recommending

* yet it
go in
of hoof the

love of God to us, refer but seldom to those

THE COAL

immediately shown; though they insist
much on his giving of bread, and raiment,
the Dead Sea. He can not sink in it,let and health (which he givesto all inferior
him do what he will. It is as'if he were in- creatures), they require us not to thank him
cased in-life-belts, or sprawling on a feath- for that glory of his works - which ‘he has |

his depth ir any other sheet of water in the
world is the one best fitted for bathing in

If he lean back and

throw his feet | permitted us alone to perceive;

up, it is exactly as if he were resting in a
peculiarly. well-stuffed
easy-chair, with a
leg-rest to match,
He may fold his .arms,
turn on one side, lie flat upon: ‘his stomach
or back, clasp his knees with both hands,

RATES.

The long existing trouble in the Pennsylvania oal regions still continues, and miners and employers seem as far from har| monizing their differences as ever. The
miners insist on $2.50 a day as the mini-

would be drowhed as soon as he was out of things in which it is most abundantly and

er-bed.

reading :

to

Palestine thus dewhich those who

moment you try to swim, and the man=who

well-trained

come

ing the feats of a tumbler-pigeon in mid'viyially entertained by other ‘parties in
air. You become .a clumsy float, a topashington, thus seeking, no ‘doubt, to put
Moral Effects of Beauty.
heavy buoy, a swollen cork, the instant
e stomach in a satisfied state so that the
you are in its waters, and arms, leggy, gnd
A————
i
body are apparently endowed with the
It has been said by Schiller, in his let heart and head may enter more cheerfully
CE
I SL ISR
strangest qualities. It is as if héavy weights ters on Esthetic Culture, that the sense of on the duties before them.

rs

and

wi

‘We may seek to satisfy our thirst

THE JOINT HIGH COMMISSION. *
The members of the Commission on the
| wants of our divine nature, and we need to Alabama Claims are now all in Washington,
come to'a rock that is high and lifted up j= and t is presumed that a preliminary organand on the banks of Stone River we were ization will take place during the week.
taught the rich spiritual lesson of God's Several informal meetings of the commis
| greater love in opening ‘a fountain so free, sioners have already occurred,but they were
so full, o exhaustless, in which all who of a private nature, and it is not known that
will may be cleansed and purified.
the real business for which they were ap-

.and you cleave the air with your hands, the

ven of E. P. Whipple, Esq.

wont

—

have shared it are in little danger of forget-

bringsub a characteristic essay upon thy

civil war, were

Fn

ting:
>
:
. Bathing in the Dead Sea produces as
novel a sensationas if you found yourself
suddenly endowed with wings; and emulat-

the Atlantic Monthly

subject from the pointed

»

thirst let

p———T——————————

in the fountains of pleasure ‘drawn from
earthly sources, but they do not meet thét

*

A recent traveler in
scribes an experience

contend.

Sheddy.

drink.”

‘Bathing in the Dead Sea.

|

Not § couple of paragraphs that will exhibit the
qualities of his work, and prove to be worth

few churchmen also favor the throwing
open of ‘the Universities to all comers, irre-

ship or clerical

to appear,

pastor of the ancient church in that old seaport

man

these euits Banging loose on his dionghis
and affections, he would start back amazed
at the intellectual scare-crow he was made

SOAS

AT

mum wages, witha stated increase in propor-

tionto the advanced. price of coal, The * * at
employers virtually agree to the, gfoposed
rate of increase, but insist on
$2.00
the minimum wages. On a faple difference
of fifty cents a day, nearly/ the whole coal

mines are unyorked, and consumers in the

they. tell us cities are obliged to pay $15.00, and in some
often to meditate in the closet, but they ‘cases as high as $28.00 per'ton for their
send us not, like. Isaac, into the fields at coal. But it is supposed that there is enough
even; thegdwell on the duty of self-deni- already mined to prevent anything like a
al; but th&
exhibit not the duty of delight. famine,and that the disagreeing parties will
It seems to me that the real sources of this soon come to working terms.

church. The whole question ‘of State en- cial eminence of new millionaires. The or. draw toes and head together, in the bluntness in the feelings towards the splenTEMPERANCE AMONG THE CATHOLICS.
dowments for religious purposes has been old aristocracy of wealth tried to distinguish shape the” human ‘body would assume if dor of the grass and the glory of the flowThe
Roman Catholic portion of our large
raised in the towns and in some country dis- itself from these parvenus of Plutus, these crammed hastily into a jar with its extremi- er, are less to be found in ardor of occupacities
are
becoming actively engaged in the
CE
cea
errr
tricts by the election of School Boards. The mushrooms of Mammon, by fixing on. them -fies Te} oiit, and all with no more possibili- tion,® in seriousness of compassion, or
cause
of
temperance. The leading memty
of
sinking
than
if
he
were
in
so
much
heavenliness of desire, than in the turning
party in favor of denominational teaching the nickname of the aristocracy of shoddy,
Who are the Charitable 1
bers
of
the
Church aré making vigorous
in schools aided by government grants an | refusingto be softened by the glint of its soft sand. ‘Woe to him if he ‘be tempted by of the eye at intervals of rest too selfishly
tl Oe
movements ih Boston, ‘and various absti-,
these
unusual
facilities
to
stay
-long
in
the
within ; the want of power to shake off the
local rates has, I fear, gained many victo-9 satin or the dazzle of its diamonds. Fashadhe
[he follwing ines, barring some ditions and modiwater with his head uncovered! The bare anxieties of actual and near interest, and to nence socjgties have been formed among
red several
ears
in a newspaper,
ion, as the supercilious custodian of manrete Fiz Cooke.)
r
ape
: ries through the blindness or apathy of nonthe Irish. Public evening meetings are
But the mischief that may ners and civilization, lifted its eyeglass to and rocky walls of the low-lying caldron leave results in God’s hands; the scorn of
They who, bearing heavy ‘burdens over life's conformists,
held, at which stirring appeals are made
which
holds
the
Sea
of
Death
reflect
back
all that does not seem ingamediately apt for
result is limited. In no new school foundmost hilly road,
survey these bold intruders from unknown
and the evils of intemperance are vividly
Strive 10 cheer a weaker brother bowed beneath ed by the Boards and supported by grants depths in the social scale, and pronounced the burning sun and concentrate its rays; our purposes, or open to our understandpictured. New York ‘is also resorting to
a heavier load;
or rates can any catechism or denomination- them barbaric, though in broadcloth, and and a coup de soliel will be the all. but in- ing, and, perhaps, something of pride, similar measures, and it is earnestly hope
‘Who, with dear ones round about them on whom
evitable
consequence
of
his
imprudence.
which desires rather to investigate than to
al creed be ‘taught. Still it is to be regret- savage, thoughin silks; It is well, perhaps,
~
plenty never smiled,
Two of our party entered the water, and re- feel. I believe that the root of almost every that ample good may be the result. If o
ted
that
many
nonconformists
do
not
see:
to
receive
with
caution.this
vepdict
of
dandyYet ean stretch their heart’s affections round
portunities have anything to doin magnifythat if ‘their children have to claim exemp- ism; for of all-adepts ‘in impertinence the mained in it for some seconds before they re- schism and heresy from which the Christian’
some tearful orphan child;
ing results, we ought soon ‘to witness one
covered
their
heads,
and
the
result
was
sechurch has ever suffered, has been the efThey who, hungry, feed the hungry in the mo- tion from religibus teaching in ‘‘national most accomplished are nominal professors
of
the most remarkable temperance Tevivals :
vere
shooting
pains,
sickness
and
dizziment of distress;
fort of men to earn, rather than to receive,
schools” in virtue of a “conscience clause,” of politeness. We all originally came from
of
the century.
AH
They who, having but a little, give to those whe
they are .thereby placed in an exceptional the woods; it is hdd to eradicate from any ness, which lasted until their immersion, an their salvation; and that the reason that
have still less;
hour
later,
in
the
refreshing
waters
of
the
ANOTHER
FATAL
BLUNDER
preaching is so commonly ineffectual is,
position and marked with a badge intended of us the old taste for the tattoo and the war
“They who, needy, yet ean pity when they look om |
The alarming frequency - with which
to be anything but honorable and worthily |* paint; and the moment money gets into Jordan. Woe, too, to the inexperienced that it calls on men oftenerto work for
greater need,—
stranger
who,
following
“his
rule
in
other
death
occurs from the blunders of heedless
God,
than
to
behold
God
working
for
them.
distinctive.
The
so-called
‘national
schools”
These are Charity’s disciples—these are Mercy’s
our pockets, it somehow or another breaks
atare schools under the domination of the out in ornaments on our persons, without bathing, dips his head as well as his body If for every rebuke that we utter of men’s apothecaries is ample reason for calli
sons indeed.
into the Dead Sea. Inflamed eyes and nos- vices, we put forth a claim upon their 'tention to individual
cases.
214
They whose lips with gentle instinct ever watch- clergy of the Church of England, and yet always giving refinement tO our manners.
maintained in part by funds from the nation- Hence the prodigies of vulgar ostentation trils, ttogether with hair and beard laden hearts; if for every assertion of God's de- woman,—and the, victims are getting up
fully restrain *
A society for the augmenta- which accompanied and followed the hor- with acrid salts, are among the penalties mands from them, we could substitute a among the hundreds,—was given a deadly
Random jest, or keen allusion, that can give an- al exchequer.
other pain;
tion of the incomes of Baptist ministers, rors of our battle-fields, and the fierce of his rashness ; while if he taste its waters, display of his kindness to them; if, in fine, | dose of oxalic acid last week in New York
he becomes acquainted with a greater con- instead of assuming the being of an awful by an enterprising young clerk of whom she
' They who yield their own fond Wishes, even for. establis
in 1869, reports about twenty
scramble * for wealth. which threw, into.
a stranger’s sake,
‘eentrationof
nastiness than had entered in-] Deity, which men, though they cah Tot de- shad asked a Seidlitz powder. What possichurches as receiving aid from its funds. A stronger contPast the sacrifices of our pat‘Well content, by self-denial, others’ happiness to
subscriptiofy, of £10 a year qualifies for ben- riotism. The larger portion of this .new to his imagination, before. . In buoyancy ny, are always unwilling, sometimes una- ble resemblance there can be between oxalic
make ;
eficiary interest in the Society, and last year wealth, however, has been the produc- and bitterness the Sea of Sodom exceeded ble to conceive, we wereto show them a acid proper and Seidlitz powders we are
They whose conscience bids them scruple o'er
the Society gave £22 in return for each £10 tion of individual genius and enterprise; all we had heard or read respecting it; but near, visible, inevitable, but all-beneficent "not informed, and the unmitigated stupidity
some deed they fain would do,
Asking if the work of pleasure be a work of duty
thus contributed, so that. twenty Baptist and has not only more than offset the waste in some other particulars our’ anticipations “Deity, whose presence makes the earth it- of the clerk in making the blunder can only
be equaled by the ignorance of the woman
100;
ministers. received £22 more during the of war, but it supplied
wik with one of her were falsified surprisingly. We looked for self a heaven, I think there would be fewer in swallowing the dose. But the clerk was
They who in the world’s great market do as they year as income than they would have done
gloom,
and
we
found
brightness;
we
had
deaf children sitting in the market-place.
two main sinews of ¢‘ iron and gold.” The
would be done by,—
supposéd to know his business, and because.
but for the Society. The difficulty is to true shoddy wealth is that which has been imagined turbid waters, and we found a — Ruskin.
These, ‘and such as these, are children always |
he did not the fatal consequence has followlake
exquisitely
clear
and
delicately
blue;
work
such
a
‘society
without’
interfering
~ true to Charity.
acquired by dishonest practices and reckless
ed. Do none but thick-headed dullards find
we expected perfect silence ‘and an unbrok- |
withe the independence of the churches in
They who suffer wrong from others, rather than their cheice of pastors and without encour- |*speculations, and which, though it has trans- en waste, and we found the birds singing
Advice to a Woman.
employment in apothecary stores, or do the - ;
ferred money from one individual te-anothanother wrong,
number of wine and brandy bottles with sweetly
among
the
tamarisks
and
oleanders,
aging
inefficient
and
indolent
"ministers.
Meeting all unkindness kindly, quite content to
er, and generally from the honest man to
Referring to Vinnie Ream’s new draft upon which they are surrounded account for the
The
Saciety"
thinks.it
hag
met
tlie
difficulty.
which
spring
up
wherever
a
stream
finds
suffer long;
the trickster, has not added a dollar to the
the U. S. Treasury for-$ 5,000, the Chicago | ridiculous muddle of many of their preparaThe jealousy of ourchurchesin the matter wealth of the nation. The actors -in some its way from the fnountains to. mingle with
They who quickly own
a trespass= prompiiy
ne
Post takes the attitide of a mentor, and ad- tions? Doubtless they must have a reasonseck to make amends;
/
the mysterious inland sea.
®!
of their complete independence is noteworof these so-called ‘‘ enterprises” bring to
They who take without & murmur whatsoer a thy.
dresses that. young lady in the following able amount of practice in order to become
-Not onlj of the State, but of each
mind the anecdote of aman who professed
Father sends; ’
style:
expert at the business, but'is it fair to let
other would they be.absolutely and entirely his intention te go West, and open a jewelThey who treat an erring brother as a brother
The Living Spring.
them
begin in this irresponsible way, espeVinnie
Ream,
stand
up!
Now,
Vinnie,
independent.
No
“orddining
council”
would
none the less,
“ What ig* your capital P” he |
er's shop.
cally when we our 'selves may become the
you
are
a
good,
honest
girl,
in
spite
of
the
Ever ready with- forgiveness, not disposed’ the ever be tolerated ; no interference of associ- was asked.
‘‘ A crow -bar,” was his reply;
A'writer in the Advance recalls an experi- tattlers who envy you, and a brave girl and victims of some of their random doses? - If
weak to preds,
ations In the settlement or removal of pas- «can’t I open a jeweler's shop with that?”
ence which many a reader. who wore the a gifted girl, more or “less, and you are a nothing’ can ‘be done about it, we submit;
Granting mercy as they hope to have it on them+ tors.
Dr. Brock has recently written a let- |
The last ten years have been fertile in exselves some day,—
ter expressing strong disapprobation of amples of this btglary calling itself busi- army blue will find waking slumbering plucky Westerner who milked cows in Wis- if otherwise, we wish it might be doneas
"These are Charity’s disciples, walking in the bet
memories, and helping to enforce the lesson consin ‘and drove a mule team .in Kansas, soon as possible.
the introduction of transatlantic novelties in |
ness.
wim
Ln
ter way.
“~
which it suggests:
this
direction.
“Buf
it
is
plain
enough
to
—
and we are proud, that, unaided; you have so
>)
OUR JAPANESE SINISTER.
SHODDY LITERATURE. ’
It
was
after
the.
hard-fought
battle
of
,most of us that mtitual help in the support
made your way ; bit, Vitinid, you need adPrince Mits Fuseni, uncle of the Empe
English Corresporidence i
In passing to the consideration of the Stone River, and the Army J the Cumber- vice a this present moment.
of the ministry will involve.the principle of
You teased ror of Japany with seven scions of nobility,
land
were
resting
on
its
banks.
The
forestshoddy"
element
in
literature,
the
first
thing
Ta
:
some common action in recognizing brethCongress into giving you $10,000 to make also Arinori Mori, charge d'affaires from the
;
+DErpY, ENGLAND, Feb. 7, 1871.
ren in their entrance upon the ministry, or which arrests the attention is the romance trees torn and riven by shot and shell, a statue of Lincoln—which was all well
sons of
The year of grace upon which we have in their ultimate location in the churches.
of rascality and the novel sensations The rained and desolate houses, the decaying enough, for, if you had rot got it, it would Japanese government, and eigh
prominent Japanese, arrived in
New York
entered will bé a menjorable year in Europe.
carcasses of horses and mules, the many
authors
of
these
seem
to
plunge
into
‘the
doubtless have gone to buy one of the equesThe National Baptist, of Phi {ladelphia,
It requires not the gift of prophecy to fore‘records of the criminal courts in search of mounds that cover the unknown dead, at- tri an dragons of Clark Mills. Perhaps your last week. These constitute the attendants
quotes
from
Maclaren’s
new
volume
of
sersee important historical changes close at
their plots and characters,and such “swells” tested the terrible conflict. The" air for statue is intrinsically and absolutely good; of Mori, who will reside in. Washington as
minister .0f Japan. Heretofore, the only
hand. The year that witnesses at its open- mons “valuable testimony from a Pedobap- as Pelham and Pendennis give place to ruf- weeks and months was filled with the namenobody who is competent to judge has yet representative of the Mikado in this cointry
ing’ the révival of the old German Empire tist writer.” Mr, Maclaren if a Baptist, the fains of the swell mob. The two ehief ele- less odors of tamp and battlefield, and even
inspectdtl
it. Now, suppose you wait a little has been the consul at San Francisco; and
with its ancient warlike glory and barbaric able and eloquent pastor of a large church nients of interest are bigamy and murder. strong ard vigorous men withered beneath
béfore insisting on sculping Admiral Farra- no other country has been honored even to
“in
Manchester,
~
The
London
Freeman
asks
splendors, the utter prostration of France
In the old sentimental novel the heroine its blighted breath. A series of heavy rain- gut and Gen. Thomas. Let the country see
that extent. It may beget an honest pride
with the prospect of territorial dismember- in view of such ignorance, “would not the went through three volumes of difficulties to storms came on. The river overflowed its
that your Lincoln is really great, and that that America, the first nation to negotiate a ment and internal dissension and strife, and editors and writers in ‘American Baptist get one husband ; nowas in Miss Braddan's banks, filling the reservoirs and springs
you are actually what you seem, before you
ominous movements, and troubles in: the journals "do themselves some service by ¢¢ Aurora Floyd,” she begins with two, and with the vile and guddy -waters. Then ask to be elected official sculptor. Give pri- commercial treaty with Japan, is also the
first to establish with them complete diploEast-and by the Danube, will, in its course, learning a little more of their brethren in En- ‘dévotes-her ewergies through the three vol- came the longing for the cool, pure water
‘bring about startling events in the Senate, gland? Our proceedings as a denomina- umes to the getting rid of the superfluous avhich once supplied the camps. The sick” wate individuals an opportunity to share your matic ‘relations.
services for a faw months, while the country
FRANCE.
and the camp and in the relative position of tion are almost ignered by them; excepting one. And then the indifference to ‘human and dying craved so earpestly the sweet
nations. The hope that the armistice will for the most part, when some unkind refer- life displayed by these romancers really draughts once-quaffed without a thought of is arriving at a maturer judgment than Con.
After
some
less
than twenty contradiotor. y
gressmen can bé expected to forms while unterminate, the war, and the feeling that En- enceis made to the open commuhbion views
demands the attention of the literary police, their priceless value. Long walks would der fire of your appealing eyes. No shenan- dispatches it is probably certain that a porgland’s interference would be most impoli- | which so largely obtain on this side of the Thus if a character is in their way, or if they we take to secure even passably pure wation of the German army entered Paris
ah
tic, are very general amongst us. The pluck | Atlantic,” The Morning Star must plead get tired of him, they coolly run him through ter. . The hot summer sun pouring down nigan, Vinnie!
sometime last week, and according to presand. enterprise. of ‘Gambetta and his col= not. guilty to.the implied charge in this par-.
the body with a' goosé-quill, and literally upon us, ang the stgaming mist arising from
ent information the day of the enfry was
leagues cease to command admiration, and agraph. All the important doings of the
blot him out of existence, thus furnishing a the camp only intensified our thirst. One
, Wednesday. At any’ rate, when they did °
‘Vigor
of
Speech.
rather excite pity as the Senzied Fevings of | ‘Baptist denomination in England are regunew proof that *‘ the pen is. mightier than day the glad report chme to us that a founta
—
"enter, the streets were almost entirely de= larly and even at large reported in these
madness,
the sword.” : All their. power is.of thie blood- ain of delicious water might bé found only
serted, many of the statues in the public
I have been careful to retain as much
There is a good deal of real. sympathy columns, and more than once has it béen letting, brain-spattering, teeth-gnashing, a mile away. Instantly We, with our canidiom as I could, often at the peril of being squares were robed in black, the few citizens
said
that
the
best
account
of
the
annual
with the French people, and unfeigned FOTand interjéctional sort. Strange that in a teens, were on our way to secure the long- called vulgar. Nations in a state of decay who appeared were sullen and crestfallen,
row at the misfortunes of our gallant ally, session of the Baptist. Union might be war 80 prolific in héroism as that “we have ed-for cooliig drink. “When we reached
But amongst the most thoughtful of En- found in these pages. Nor is there ever gone through, with the newspapers cram- those springs we were at * once transported lose their idioms, which loss is always pre- and they offered the Gertians/ various little
cursory to freedom. What your father and feminine insults ;—such a heavy sense of
glishmen the tide of feeling has never chang- “an unkind reference” to open communion: |
to that far away scene in the wilderness grandfather used as an elegance in conver- indignity do the French feelin this last act _
med
with
incictents
that
exceed
‘in
interest
a free and
ed, and the conviction still obtains, deep ists, seeing we steadily og
the-marvels of fiction, there should be found where the ancient prophet smote the rock sation is now
_shsndoned to the populace, of the war. The troops will soon retire
.and strong, that though Gerfaany may he catholic table of commiunion
ould it not
any class of our society that should go to and waters gushed - forth.! For from the and
ay
we
lose a little of our own however, and set out for home, for the Asbe
well
if
the
London
Freeman
would learn
harsh and exacting she can not be severely
base of a high ledge of rocks there--eame and collecta little from strangers. Every senibly- has ratified the terms of peace, and
such
horrible
trash
as
the
literature
of
yelcondemned, and that -the terrible chastise~ a little foro about brethten and-journals-in
low covers for mental excitement! Noth- bubbling: up a fount of - purest; sweetest was | good writer has much idiom: it’ is the life ‘there is no further need of them in that
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ment France hag received isin God's provi-

_ dence, the legitimate issue of her pride and

America P

The ' forthcoming, marriage of Princess

ing lives in literature but that which has in

it the vitality of creative art; and it would
be safe advice to the young to read nothing

vain-glory, and of her abnegation of the Louise with the Marquis of Lorne has calléd
‘moral principle and religious faith in her forth a number of protests. The High but what is old. In this way they would at
political and social. life under the Empire,’ “cliurch. party protest because the marriage. least avoid being swindled by the pgrishable
God's hand is in it. No nation can be ‘built is to be celebrated in Lent, and it is said shoddy of the mind; which mow woos their’
be a special penitential service in attentionin the slop-shdps of letters, The
No Enpie can there will
the .same hour. The German
mperor, stuff will not wear; and if a person could
King and Princes protest because the Mar- only see his own mind, with the rags of
FA
HPO RR

»

ter, and crowding around it were thousands
of men and bpasts waiting to receive this

“

and spirit of language, and none such ever
that strength and sublim-,
entertained a fi
ity. were to be lowerd and weakened by it.

giftollifs, It was a strange, picturesque
scene which can never be forgotten.
‘Speaking to the people, I. use the people's
"What lesson was here taught of the | phraseology, and temper tay metal accord-

“deeper thirst of the soul which can not be
allayed by any thing

ot

han

Heaven's

own gift: and we recalled that day when.
Christ lifted wphis_voice and cried, “If any

ing to the

uses Lintend it for.

The

habit

vicinity.

The end of the-empire is also de- -

oreed, it being affirmed
that Napoleon

never again rule over France.

government will soonbe removed
Bordeaux to Paris.

can,

The seat of

from

Rochefort,yLounis Blané

and a few others objected to" the cession
of

of pleasing by flattery makes a language Algilce as illegal, and resigned thei soats in
soft: the fear of offending by truth, makes the Assembly. bosuse their protests were
“Fnot heeded.
it circuitous and conventional,—Lanord.
[8
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“London Ragged S¢hools.
oi
re
:
about

originated

schools

These

scholars and their parents in every possible
way, so that many of these Ragged Schools
are centers’ of . benevalent and Christian
effort. ‘In 1869, there were. in connection

greatly

sented

109

but another such a sinner as I have been
The servants of the
you could not find.

¢t My clothes gre too ragged.”
best

the

shoes.”

found low down in the

** These are
*I

have.”

clothes I

‘no bonnet.”
+ I’have

no

have

them, .and

them

induced

as

well

as

Iheard and

had carried on |

then

obeyed.

the word of

I said

load1

the midst of a piece of corn, . Here as he pray-

heart I cottd’ neither

ed the Divine presence overshadowed him.

qualify them for various situations, and to
provide places for them. Every year hun-

she preaches to some purpose.”
+ Because she knows what she believes,”
He yielded, and said at once the flaming:
Sh
"
in the power of God filled lis soul. He felt that Isaid, - “It was the same with your” father, Harbondage of sin and ignorancé discoursed at whether in the body or out’ he could not

dreds are placed eut in situations ; and many
have in this way risen to positions very far

have

If the

In my heéart there

Now, I have 'no He was showh that he must give up com-

ful, so hopeful, there is such a blessed calm,
peace, and rest,and sweetness in that house,
that I love to go there, The influence of
that. woman is felt all. through the village;

isno

malice, no

pletely ‘ the doctrines of men,—everything

I have no fear of death.. It is to me

like going home to my
Thus these brethren

large freely, yea, eloquently, and manifested

tell.

He felt clothed

upon with the right-

above those in which the Ragged schools’ the riches of Divine grace displayed in their eousness of God, The Scriptures were openfound them, and to which they néver would salvation. The hearts of thetwo named ed to his understanding, and he saw that
plan’
this
but respectable persons,
Px
have risen had they not attended. these above seemedto yearn to be about their all was in harmony with the universal love
must
reader
the
but
;
d
succeede
have
ight
schools.
Many schools are in the ‘habit’ of Master's work, and the prospect of their be- of God to man and a general atonement.
remember that they were profligate as well’
y
periodicall
inviting their old scholars to a coming.eminently useful in the vineyard of This special exercise lasted, as he judged by
because
poor
cases,
as-poor ; and, in many
tea
meeting.
In this way they retaina con- the Lord is. very cheering.. We , were the sun, an hour and a half. To the praise
often
had
Clothes
.
profligate
were
they
nection
with
them,
manifest an interest for sorry to find that the mother of the three of God he afterward said, it completly endbeenf@iven to such children ; and, in many
them,
and
while
they
are gratifiéd in tracing brothers and the wife of Pachu,- the oldest, og tria! relative to those particular sub4
these
Sabbath,
cases, before the second

the progress, socially and religibusly, of
clothes would be at the pawnbrokers; and
the children as destitute or ragged as be- some of them, they have a further . opportuIn some cases, the clothes

would

inty ofexerting a good influence upon others,

be

and of pressing religious truth upon them.

lent instead of given, with the condition that

To encourage those who

they should be returned every Mogday
morhing ; but making the condition did not

to be steady,

industrious

take
and

situations

faithful,

the

Ragged
School Union has, for a number of
years, given prizes every year to all former
providence and neglect insured thé speedy scholars of their schools, who are between
i twelve ard eighteen years of age, and who
destruction of the-clothing provided.

secure its fulfillment. And where the parents did not act thus dishonestly, their im-

minutes before, nor three minutes after,
the little bell strikes, ant the organist in-

worldly, and be purified and refined wholly.

father.
so. recently

of these children had been simply
parents

fore.

How A MisSioN SCHOOL 18 CONDUCTFD,
Our school begins at fifteen minutes before
She is so cheerful,so thank-’ 11 o'clock. At just.that time, neither two

tive daughter; and yet that woman is more

distress he walked away from his dwelling than resigned.
a number of rods and sat down oh a rock in

in my

The

still maintain their opposition and refuse to J

stantly draws forth music from the
melodeon. .This lasts one minute. Then two
verses of a familiar hymn are sung without being announced. By this time all is still and orderly. A brief prayer is then
offeredby one “previously spoken to. Simply the;aumbeér of another hymn is then
given ; the little bell strikes, and all rise in-stantly and join in the singing. A short

ry. Now my boy,” he added, turning to
me with the oid controversial twinkle in
his eve, and speaking in a confidential

tone, * the fact

is, I never

agreed

passage

told him so.

I could

trip “him

him'im an argument,
his horse.

A short address

From that period he was entirely

sketch read.”

iad

been an immediate

tilting

match,

a handsome card, and a book worth a- little

in-

were

Some

of the novelty, of more thdh a dollar, the girls receiving
the thing; others, because the missionary « The Young Pilgrim,” by A. L.O. E.;
persuaded them. We are aware that'a and the boys ** All round the World,” by
different origin has been claimed for these W. H. G. Kingston. Those who took the
schools ; and it may be that similar schools prize for the first time had - an addition of
nearly two dollars in cash,

were ‘established about the same timeby oth-

The committee

er persons ; but the writer had never heard of of the Union have no doubt that these prizes
them at that time, and knows that, during exert a very good influence upon their old
.
their early years, these schools were re- scholars.
Our readers are aware that, last year, the
garded as being the result of City Mission
one British Parliament passed a law,for the purWe think that Mr. Walker,
efforts.
of the

missionaries,

Westminster

the

was

pose of increasing the facilities for the edu-

personal cleanliness, would have led to boards to established schools in the place
earnest remonstrance on the part of the of those they relinquish. We do not think,

however, that this will be done in every

such attendance would have been desirable. | case-at present.

Many of those who have
The name, ‘ Ragged school,” has often these schools in charge will feel that those
been objected to, as implying a stigma upon Christian efforts which they are making
those who attended ; but it is certainly very in connection with them, and which, would
expressive of the appearance of those who necessarily ‘be relinquished if they. gave
first attended these schools, and for whose place to mere government schools, are still
benefit they were established. And, like necessary for this class of the population ;
many other names which-have been retained,

and, hence, we believe that many

of these

it arose casually. The writer believes fhat schools will be continued. But, whatever
it was first applied by-one of the schelars be the future of these schools, there can be
themselves. They
were
told oy they no doubt that, during the last thirty years,
could attend in their ragged clothes, and they have dong a great and a good work
that no well-dressed children wouldbe among the poor and degradéd,—a work
allowed to attend ; hence they called them which would not have been done, if they
had not done it, and which, in the past at
« Ragged schools.”
- These
:
schools
were
commenced . as least, could not have been as well done in
w. wk
Sabbath schools; but this was only the any other way. .

» starting point; and week evening schools,
adult sehools, and day schools were soon
added. In 1844, the Ragged School Union

+,

was formed, for the purpose of aidifig this

class of schools.

Among

its rules are

convention.

¢
V4. That those schools only be in union” with this Society where the admission
is entirely gratuitous, the authorized version of thie Scriptures used, and those chil-

we

dren alone admitted

who

are

destitute

of

any other means of instruetion.
“ VII." That this Union shall exclude no
denomination

:

of

Evangelical

—

the- to Bhimporeto attend

&

following :

.

Santal Teachers’ Convention.

Christians,

NPY

My second trip this cold season

ers, 32 were

hasbeen

the above ‘named
Tt commenced on the 7th

inst.,and lasted five days.
in attendance.

Out of 37 teach- The morning

sessiofis were opened By singing, reading
the Scripture and prayer in the Santal lan-

guage. Four hours were daily occupied in
a pretty close

examination

ofthe teachers

in reading, spelling, grammar, geograand that all its meetings shall begin and phy and arithmetic. The examination was
«+ ‘end with prayer.”
.
:
conducted mainly by J.L. Phillips, though
©
Having for a number of years; before I participated in freely by others.
Mr.
left London, been personally connected with Martin, thé government School Inspeetsome of these schools, and intithately ac- or, was present and took a very active
quainted with others, I very naturally part. Whilst the large majority of the
sought out and visited a” number of them teachers are concerned with the very ele-

*

~

Ta

©

on the veranda,-

while

a

house

is

point very

being

reverently

had ¢ome when a somewhat higher stand-

a

:
No

every two Sabbaths, in order that

and ® social meeting on Saturday evening,

when all $ix of our Santa) brethren spoke:

Cit
iit

om Mk

Ee

of

so-

all, both

old and young, may take part in -the exercises, and be relieved of what is too often a

monotony. ~ Each class is gllowed the priv-

ilege of choosing its own method of study,
‘some using ‘the yuestion-books and others
preferring to go direct to the Bible.—Cong.

+

effectively, that, tacking ; it has lost the. wind

on one side,

does it

cover?

How

much

of all

these

the Sermon on the Mount.
Nobody has
Pleasant fields are all
«] dare not; I am not fit. I know
the birds sing their father wanted it; and prayed for it, and any doubt about that; there it liés—plain
liveliest notes there. ' The winds in the nothing would be such a joy to mother, enough and enough of it: Not a bitof

forest

at the

south-east

chant

a requiem.

And a rivulet south-west glides peacefully
along

in, the valley.

The rising sun gilds

the top of the monument,

and when setting

but—""

THE SPOT WHERE RANDALL LIVED.
This was in the same field where he was
buried, some. thirty rods north or northwesf. We find remains of the cellar, but

My uncle gave a shrewd, sidelong glance

ed.

The Saviour came in lowliness.

He

svinformation by Rev. J. FB. Joy; of New Dutme:

ci

;

ediey

¢

yi

.

STRATEGY.

A

writer

in

4

Bunday

the

School Times thinks the Sunday school army

and

en-

abandoned,

but

him. ~ He has a great territory,

with a

direct an-

about like spars and oil-casks in a storm on

May the

a better life beyond
? and how are we to
ship-board.”
3
!
+ I can’t say that is rue of all my beliefs ; get that ? There is Christ's philosophy of
but yet a great many things that I tried ‘to life in that sermon, and Christ's mode of
regard as certain are untied. I have too dealing with actual existing Society; and
he who ur.dertakes in. good faith to square

his heart and life by it will have his hands
full. The world has been traveling eighteen hundred years and not come fully into
the light of its meaning. There has never
| been a Christian state or a Christian nation,

anything

in heaven or earth that forty unanswerable
questions can't be asked about.”
“You

says,

know,”

answered

I,

* Tennyson

,

_

according to that.

That document in mod-

Believe me, than ip half the creeds.” ”

ern society is just likea lump -of soda in a
tumbler of vinegar ; it. keeps up a constant

“Hm!

cle
of life is adjusted on its principles.

« ¢There lives more faith in honest doubt,

commotion, and will do so till “every parti|:

that depends.

Doubt is very well

THE

UNKNOWN,

it

as a living power in the mind of the learn“er; to plant it as a growing germ in his

heart ; to kindle it as a lightin his understanding ; to mingle it as a new and divine
element ‘with his practical
purposes and
rinciples ; and thus by its aid to nourish,
illumine, and discipline the soul ; this is the
very core of the teacher's task.
:
-The practical applications of this law give
us the following useful rules:
1. Ascertain carefully
what the pupil.
already kuows. of the subject you propose to
teach.
*
A
2. Ripen, as much as possible, this knowledge, by securing from him a clear state-ment of it; anfl labor to increase the clear-

ness and vividness of his conceptions,

3. Begin with the facts which lie nearest
to him, and the truths most clearly
connected with these which he already
knows.

Thus,wé begin geography

with the door-

theology, with God's gifts to ourselves.

tioned to the age and attaipment of the

pupil. y

.

i

;

Dwell on each step by multiplied il-

lustrations, examples, and application,

till

it becomes familiar, and its connection with
the preceding steps is clearly seen.
>

7. Repeat at each step the processes required by rules 1 and 2, and Shoroughily
inweave the new knowledge with the old.

MuTuATiy ENCOURAGED.

Thisis a-hint

‘worth taking by. teachers:
2

.

+ You did me ever so much

good,”

one of my scholars a few days since,
“ How PM I asked.

-

said

gn

“Oh, a word you said ~to one of my
The fiends about me. It did.me ever so muc

as a sort of constitutional crisis inthe begin- man who works out Christ's teachings into

ning otone’s life ; but if it runs on and gets a palpable life-form, preaches Christianity,

ood.”

°

have forgotten.” ~~
“ What was it? T good
lessons, and was a
“ You said I had

no matter what his trade or calling.” He | comfortto you in the class,

to bé chronic, it breaks a fellow up, and
makes him morally spindling and sickly.

may be a coal-heaver orhe may be a merMen that do anything in the world must be chant, or a lawyer, or an editor—he preach-

eb all the same. Men always know it when
they meet a bit of - Christ's sermons walk-

‘men of strong convictions; it won't do to

go through life like a hen, craw-crawing
and lifting
up one foof, and
whereto set it down next.”

TO

4. Ue for illustration the most common
and famihar objects and scenes; Jey will
carry, something of their owl fam liarity
into the new. truth.
de
rg
:
5. Resist temptation to proceed rapidly,
and be content to take short steps, propor-

but

troubles of life
be our discipline ?_ Ig there

I don’t know

From THE KNOWN

To make the unknown known ; to place

men wrangle over,

shaking up, and all their beliefs break from

“Who hasn't?

not be

yard ; history, With our own experience ;
arithmetic, with the counted fingers; and

their Tashings and go rolling and tumbling ens ? Will he help us if weask?

many doubts for a teacher.”

Plans which shall

shall lay siege to the kingdom of ‘darkness
with Prussian patience and persistence ?
Protestantism has lost much by being .
plans that
fragmentary, and wanting in
reach through decades and centuries, as the
purposes and policies of Romanism do.
Occasional excitement and spasms of
effort will not save the world.
Consecrated thinking is essential to this
success, It is,necessary
to united evangelical triumphs. - What think ye?

what's called theology in it; not a word of
information to settle the mooted questions

swer to just the questions any thoughtful
man must want to have answered when he
looks at lifé. Is there a Father in the heav-

+1 suppose you are like a good many
fellows; an education gives him & general

last autumn it was plowed with other land,

was first in a*stable and cradled in a man-

-°

on me,

seems to linger and rejoice on its summit.

| ings, a" temperance ‘ineeting one evening this, “O God,‘ I adoreBapthee there.” \ “We +do,
oe

A

cial gathering of the Sabbath sehool is held
one evening in every month. The order of
exereises in the Sabbath school is varied

sublimities of nature.
around. In summer

‘ard of scholarship should be required of the ‘ger. We were filled with rapture in read-|
ing D*Aubigné's History of the Reformation
teachers.
At
od
heltiva AN
We had ‘preachingin Santal two even- in finding him exclaiming in reference to.

tr u ith.y

and

announced;

the benediction

receive

our pastor—who is always- present,

doned the purpose of the ministry, but I books is inspired ? What is their history ?
found it easy.
vm
' BY JOSEPH FULLONTON.
.,
How came we by them? What evidence
«J would not have you embrace the min- have we that the record gives us Christ's
PLACES ASSOCIATED WITH RANDALL.
istry for anything but a true love,” she said, words uncorrupted ?”
Christianity knows no idolatry. It makes “ any more than I would that you should
“ If you had been brought up in Justin
no pilgrimages to worship men and places, marry a wife for any other reason. If ever Martyr's time, or the days of the primitive
and pay devotion to shrines of relics regard« the time comes that. you feel that you must Christians, you would have Been put to
ed sacred. ~ Yet the places where great re- be that, it will be your call; but you-can be | study all these things first and foremost in
formers lived and did great service for God, God’s minister otherwise than through the your education ; but we modern Christians
and immortalized their names by deeds of pulpit.”
Ss
teach young men everything else except
«t Talk over your plans with your uncle,” what we profess to think the most imporvirtpous heroism,
wilkever be regarded with
interest. The poet
Campbell has this:
she said; “he is in your father’s place tant ;, and so you come out of college ig.
now.”
norant, just where knowledge
is most vi“What’s hallowed ground? *Tis what gives birth
In fact, my uncle, having nd children of tal.”
To sacred thoughts in souls of worth.
his o
, had set his heart on me, and was
“ Well, that is past praying for now,”
Peace, Independence, Truth, go forth
dispose
make me heir, not only to his said I.
i
Earth’s compass round!
:
And their high priesthood shall:make earth
very modedt personal estate, but also to his
“ Yes, but even now there is a way out—
All hallowed ground.”
harvest of ideas and opinions,—all that just as going through a bog you plant your
backwater of thoughts and ideas that accu- foot hard on what land there is, and then
Somewhat in this sense the rural tewnmulate on the mind of a man who thinks and
ship of New Durham, where Randall formed reads a great deal in a lonely neighbor- take your bearings ;«8¢ you must do here.
the first F. B. church, will ever be interest- hood. So he took me up gs a compaiion in The way to getorid of doubts in religion is
to go to work with all our might, and pracing to us as a people. Those who go there his daily rides over the country.
tice what we don’t doubt, and that yow can
will like to see the places with which he ¥vas
«Well,
Harry, where next?”
he said
intimately connected, and see the monument to, me the day after my return, as we were do whatever your calling of profession.”
- ¢¢ I shall certainly try,” said I.
beneath which his remains slumber.’ - He
driving t6gzether. “What are you about?
* For example,"said my uncle, ** there's
sleeps, as is said of Washington, amid the Going to try the ministry ?”

didates for schools must spend. at least six tion. But nothing in thid is'to be despis-

addition
to these schools in London, others ‘months in the Training School béfore going
out to teach, It was thought
that the time

clearly and

I had feared to tell her thate I had sban-

Early Sketches.—No. 7.

made for their benefit and the children of a manifest in this district quite in.advance of
quently held in Elder Randall's house, and.
somewhat higher class of poor were in at- anythingof the kind 1 have ever witnessed
during
the first twenty years of the denomitendance,in order tq secure a gratuitous in Origsa. Ofthe 82 teachers present only
nation, sometimes Quartérly and Yearly|
education.
In 1849, there were 82 of these five claimed to be from the Midrapore
4 Meetings: were there,
The house would
schoolsin London, with 8,000 scholars, 900 Training School.
Fifteen hailed from vil- accmomodate but a small portion of the péo, gratuitous tegchers, and 120 paid teathers. lage schools under’ the patronage of the
ple,and so,after a time; Elder Randal) made
v
in London = Mission. The “remaining twelve owe their
In
1869,
there were
an addition of two rooms on one end with
Sabbath afternoon and evening schools; education to their own exertions aided by a long entry extending back. In this endad ; 1 Average _ attendance, 32,330; Day hired Bengali’ teachers. Fourteen appli- try the preacher stood and preached.*
:
schools, 194; Average . attendance, 23,992 ; cants for s¢hools were ‘examined and seven
In
a
previous
number
an
account
was
Week hight schools, 209; Average attend- approved. This number of new schools
of the first F.
ance, 9,614 ; Industrial classes, 112; Aver- aré likely soon.to be opened, as there are given of the- organization
ago attendance, 4,387 ; Gratuitous teachers, numerous calls, and the present state of the. B.church inthe roomof a rudely constructed
dwelling. That, with what is here given,
5,419; Paid teachers, 419.
funds is such as to warrantan increase. It shows what simplicity and humility were
These various schools ‘are carriedon in has now been arranged that hereafter van- connected. with our origin asa denomina-

ligions-

we

s as strong as sin can seoure
built, Julia aids in teaching the school while the call of certain men to the pulpit is and not quite got -it on the other. The trenchment
ruined human nature.
:
and also manages two schools outside in sent out in a very strong voice, the: call to growth of society, the devclopment of new
Victory will not come as an accident.
preach
goes
to
many
other
men
who
would
physical laws, and this modern scientific It may not reasonably be supposed to be at
addition to her Zenana work. I have been
There is a struggle of world-wide
to the bazar with her two afternoons, be wholly out of place in the technical minis- rush of the human mind is going to modify hand.
visited -one school, but of course -could not ter's “Bgheére:- There is important truth in the man-made theologies and creeds—some proportions before the army of the Lord.
gain much by plans that
Could we not
~ — a
of them will drop away just as the blessom »
be admitted to the Zeéranas. This bazar the following extract:
Plans to win a soul,
shall be far-reaching?
My
Mother
listened
without
distress,
withdoes when the fruit forms; but Christ's re- a family, a nelghborhood, a State, the Rework is something
more than a romance;
out
anxiety,
to
all
my
doubts
and
falterings.
ligion will be just the sgme ss ever—his public?
‘it is stern reality and requires great grace
Plans that shall be the best that
“ You must ‘pass through this; you will be words will not pass away.”
the joined thoughtof the loley and ministry
to buoy up and keep the spitits cheerful.
led; it will all come right,” she said; * and
*‘ But then,” I said, ‘there are a whole can give ? Plans that, while they erédit
els
then
perhaps
you
will
be
the
guide
of
othlabyrinth
of perplexing questions about this the Spirit with omnipotence, do not ignore
Midnapore, Dec. 15, 1870.
ie
the duty of using skill and persistence i
ers.”
:
y
Bible. What is inspiration? What ground methods any more than the Bible does?

on my return. I found that these schools ments of learning, Mr. M,, who has for
and the present warm season corn will be
had very much ‘increased in numbers and years watched their course, as Bro. Bach- |
growing where the buildings stood. The
efficiency ; and the general appearancé of eler hak labored to develop and enlist their
dwelling was consumed by fire several
the scholars had improved. 1 think the last energies, is strongly impressed with the
after Randalls death. The house was
fact
is to be accounted for as. the result of progress they are making in qualifying years
called a half
Juse of one story, with one
two causes. The lowest class of children themselves for the work, of teaching. A
large front Toom and two small ones back.
had been greatly improved by the efforts degree of interest and even enthusiasm is
It was never painted. Meetings were fre-

Rn

or a brief

obstacles until the spirit be poured out up- weeks since, we.stood where the house, ries himself so that he turns into seed-corn Las well as the Christian army generally,
on them convincing them of sin, of right- barn and orchard once were; andit was in- and makes a harvest of {good people. You has need of careful planning :
We are told that Von Moltke had the
eousness and of a judgment to come. teresting to think that on those spots the may upset a man’s reasonings, and his theyears
great campaign in his brain
present
,
ology
may
go
to
the
dogs;
buta
brave
Will not the friends of the Mission pray word was preached, prayer offered and
found by French officers
once
was
He
ago.
Christian life yon can't upset; it will tell.
especially for the outpouring of the spirit songs of praise ascended to God.
near Sedan, studying the spot where he
Now, Harry, are you going {to try for. should hurl down the power of France. An
upon these men who know and believe but
that P"
are afraid to confess Christ ?
:
J invasion had been written out, and Ww:
:
Places
to
Preach.
ready for the alarm of war.
*
God
helping
me,
I
will,”
I
said.
James
and
I
returned
here
on
Monday—
|
an army of invasion.
are
———
.
Christians
* You see, as to the theologies,” he addfound Bro. Hallam and family absent in the
Mrs. Stowe, in the serial which she is éd, ** I think it has been we!l said that the They are commissioned to take this world
district. Maryis hard at work in her school.
for Christ and hold it, too. The enemy has
which for the present she is obliged to have writing for the Christian Union, puts the Christian world just\now is like a ship that's long been disturbing the peace of all about

.. first who established such a school, and cation of the people, by providing. for the
other missionaries soon followed his exam-: election of school boards, who should, when
necessary, supplement the present schools
ple.’
From what has been said, it will be seen by others tobe supported out’ of a ‘school
that these schools were not- instituted be- rate, to be levied for the purpose, What
cause the school provision was insufficient, effect this new law will have upon the
but because a large class of children was Ragged schools is yet unknown. It is probnot reached by existing schools. ‘And if able that some of those persons. who are
these children could have been imduced to nowssupporting these schools by volunsary
attend the common
schools, their moral contributions, will be disposed to withdraw
eharacter and habits, and their neglect - of these contributiéns, and .lJeave she school

respectable poor ; and it is very doubtful if

made,

of the collection, is then

and the

whole ground be.goneé over,
“
“Yes,” he said; “it wasn’t mainly in
your father’s theology that his strength lay ; it
was the Christ in him, the great warm heart,

yh todo something still attend Sabbath schools, and bring cer- per was administered. The attendance of ond day it.was equally glorious at the meet~ ly earnestness and honesty. He was a. godd in this asin numer- tificates of good character from their ems- the gitizens was good throughout. Several ting-house at |the Corner. The third day, in ly man and a :nanly: man both, and he sow-for these children,
ed seed all over this state that came up
ous other cases, it was proved that ‘‘ ne- ployers, in situations which they have re- of them assured us of their want of confi- a field near,a glorious timé. The fourth day
good men and good women. Yes, there
tained
twelve
or
more
months:
In
1869,
dence
in
the
religion
of
their
fathers
and
of
cessity is the mother of invention.” The
it was at the water side where Randall bapprizes
were
given
to
372
girls,
and
356
their
firm
belief
in
the
Bible,
which
they
tized six. Then-down the slope from Elder are hundreds and hundreds in this state toidea was suggested that a room ~ might be
boys.
Of
these,
254
had
taken
a
prize
in
have and read. But there are other obsta- R.’s house and uot far from where his;mon- day that are good men and good §women,
teachers obtained; a Sabbath
procured,
cles in the way of their confessing Christ, ument now stands, was his orchard. Some mainly because he lived. “That's what'F
previous
years,and
some
ofthent
for
five
conschoolbe established, and the children be
and so there ever will be insurmountable glorious meetings were held there. A few call success-in life, Harry, when a man carsecutive
years.
In
that
year,
the
prize
was
invited to attend in their ragged clothes.
The plan was successfai.

is then

Then the notices are given;

cease, and the library books are distributed.

The isto

‘duced to attend because

alternately,

I thought to myself that it was well At five minutes of, twelve . the bell
enough that my father wasn’t there to hear strikes, and all rise and sing a fi
that statement ; otherwise there would have hymn, The attendance, and the amount

The sec- his crystal purity and simplicity,his unworld-

play of Divine power took place.

by the

sch

the collettion is announced; and the study
of the lesson commenees. The librarians
immediatel
her the books and
with their duties, At ten minutes.of twelve
the little bell strikes, all the recitations

and floor

giving a fouch to

of

the

never exceeding eighteen or twenty verses.

with

and have done it a

hundred times,” he said,

of Scripture is then

superintendent and

your father, doctrinally; there were weak
spots in his system all along, and I always

eat with the Christians. We ‘were unable consecrated to, God. He went forth free
to see or speak with them. The wives of from the traditions of men ; the love of the
the other two Drothers were outto wor- world; the love of self; and, full of the
ship once only. Talk of women's rights! Holy Ghost, made it his business to tryto
Santal women take theirs and more too, persuade others to be reconciled to God. _.
and have things pretty much their own BARN, MEETING-HOUSE,
FIELD AND ORCHARD.
way.
In 1798, a Yearly Meeting began in Elder
On the Sabbath we had three services. Randall's barn. A most remarkable dis-

At the ‘third,in the evening, the Lord's sup-

-

$ S. Doutnat,

he said, pointing with his whip to a, brown
the arguments drawn from the
house in the distance ;.‘‘ that woman is ayin opposition to the doctrines he
ing of a canger, that slowly eats away her
and this with other things then
life in lingering agony, and all her deinto great trial, He made ear- pendence is the work of a sickly, consumpto God. In July, 1780, in great

cast off, nor lay ‘down.

And such | charge of them, is to raise these children to a load.
higher level. Hence, efforts are made to lust.

school.”

attend

to

moral

life.

:
heart, This is the true Saviou

needs other ministers besides those in the
_
{
pulpit. ‘Why, man, the sermons on the ev:

social scale ; and the aim of those who have

answers’ would - settle the question,—for
“they were "in fact unanswerable. Many
persons may say: “It would have been
very easy to clothe

Lord came across the sea with

The children attending these schools are

be:

would

answer

thie

for death, and his firm resolution ‘to serve

rest bands, Homes for the destitute, weekly
.
dinners, soup kitchens, &e.
:

such children were

itself. ‘When

attend,
invitoted

Penny Banks - with 28,685
Clothing clubs, besides Sick

has fresh deeds

depositors, 83
clubs,»Sunday

éd his entire confidence in God for life and

ovenings,) 95 Parents’

'| 81 Bands of hope with 8,041 meinbers,

ed children as possible to attend day and
Sabbath schools. But in the cases of many
of the children of drunkards and other profligate persons, an insuperable difficulty pre-

and

to answer
Scriptures
preached,
drew him
nest prayer

tie; troubles and opposition he had had,
how all had worked for his good, express-

meetings, 116 Teachers’ ‘prayer-meetings,

them, was that of inducing as many neglect-

goes to a lawyer

about that; the Kword

‘Raju began by saying: * You all know
me and have long known me. I have been
ail about the country on trading excursions,

anatori made a bold and manly
confession of his faith; spoke of the anxie
with.

es, (which in England are something
years ugo. At that time the writer was a City tinct from Sabbath school classes, and are
{
often held on week

concerned

—

him even more.

meetings, 68 Bible Classthirty { and €ity Mission
dis-

Missionary in London. One objectwhichthe
City Missionaries kept prominently before

me—————r—t—
eiriem———

ve

/Arawn out for the whole of ‘ em, and lived
infant church in its feeble, humble state.
and died 4 poor, honest man. That action
KON.
CONSECRATI
ROC
~~ THEOF.
‘was a preachingof Chrigg's doctrine
as I
idences
of
Christianity
that
have
come
home
Elder Randall had been ordained,and the
to me most have been
preached by lay take it, and if you'll do as much whenever
first church had been formed. But having
preachers in poor houses and lonely chureh- you'get a chance, it’s no matter what calls
‘come out from other sects, and preaching a
by ignorant men and women, and little ing you take for a pulpit.” Harriet Beech‘general’ atonement and free grace, he had es,
children,
There's old Aunt Sarah therg,” er Stowe.
great opposition. Hd was not always able

with the London schools, 98 Ragged church

|

IE

———

not knowing
ui

aged me; T can tell
my lessons before,

that, if - only

- to

you.

It encourIhad triedto get

but I tried harder

after

please you, I've cared

more for Sabbath school ever since.” me, if
Ah, I thought, as my scholar left

ing out bodily in good deeds, ' They're not a word thus unconsciously dropped has
of endoneso much, how many wo
|: “But,” said I, ‘while I am passing like worldly wisdom, and have .a smack of coura
I
give.
y
ionall
intent
pig
I
t
gemen
something a good deal higher than comthrough the constitutional crisis,as you call. mon sense; “but when people see it they will try neverto fo et the value and effect
it, is the very time I must make up my mind say, ‘ Yes, that's the truething.’ Now one of merited commendation.
“And I, too, was encouraged.
to teach others on the most awful of all sub: ‘of ‘our Presidents, Gen. Harrison, found |
jects. I can not and daye not. I must be a out on a certain day that through a flaw in
When party spirit, with all ita passionate
learner for some years to come, and I must the title deeds he was owner £6. half the city exaggerations, gets possession of a mediocre
be a learner without any pledges, express- of Cincinnati. What does he do? Why, intellect, it>sleals the final blow. - The poor
never had light; and now it loses 1ibed or implied, to find the truth this way .or simply he says to himself, * These people soul
erty. It must perforce return upon itself,
that.”
ar
‘
;
have paid their money in good faith, and describing ever narrower and narrower oir/
fd
it
efi
“ Well,” said my uncle, “I'm not so I'll do by them ag P'd-beé dons Hy and he TOIO8y Sanh
Moke
Hi
A

Xi

hn

[3

RA

a
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<
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it were happiness; the days of their

mourning

were

ended,

as

was said
to me

* by one who joyfully anticipated her departure from trials that were as dark and bitter

as her prospeets were bright. To close the
battle and go straight off fo heaven; to get
- away from the war, “‘fightings without and
fears within;" to leave the world, instead
of remaining

to

suffer,

and

sorrow,

and

often, I must add, to sin, were better for all
God's people. But dead, what service could
they render to Christ's cause here ? *‘Shall
the

dust

praise

thee?” said David, ‘‘shall it

declare

thy truth?”—a

answers,

as

gre

a

question

another

voice from the tomb,

‘The

can not praise thee; the living, the

ing,

he shall praise thee.”

St. Paul,

that

Apostle,

noble

Christian

Therefore,
and

great

ever readyto sacrifice inclination

to duty, and think less of his own thin
than of the things of others, was resigned,
not to die, but live. *“The best news I have

heard for many a day !"—was the rapturous

exclamation

one returned to her physician,

on being
told that she had not four-andtwent; hou to live; and "with such joy
had

Paul heard

he

was to die to-morrow,

welooming to his dungeon, as an angel from
the

skies,

the

grim

headsman who entered’

to announce his doom.
‘‘To me to die.is
in,” he said. ‘ He longed to exchange toil
BE uits the sword of battle for the victor’s
crown;

loved

long

to be

with

with growing

and well.

most unselfish

Jesus,

ardor,

whom

he had

and served so.

Yet, with a sacred and

regard

to the

interests of

the: world and the church, he adds, ‘Iam
in a strait betwixt two, having a desire to

depart

and be ‘with Christ, which

ter"—far

better

is far bet-

fof me—‘‘nevertheless

_ abide in the flesh is more needful for
What is not true,alas ! of many,and
indeed who, dying in their sins, are
the grave every way worse than when
mothers laid

hatically

them

in their

to

you.”
of all
laid in
happy

cradle, is em-

true of God’s people—*‘their end

is better than their beginning.”

Still, what

Jroves a ea ain to them ma J be a great
oss to
the chureh. . With darkness on the.
deep,

and

striking

terror into the heart of

the stoutest sailor, the air filled with the
roar of breakers, we should hold one light
on the shore worth a thousand in the sky ;
and more useful to the church is one saint,
shining on earth like a lighthouse ‘tower, in

a family, a neighborhood, a congregation,
than all who have gone to shiné in glory as
the stars for ever and ever.
For every
new

earth;

light

that

rises in heaven, one sets on

for evepmewarrior

crown,

there

is a

who

goes to his

soldier withdrawn from

the field where the hosts of hell are thickly
mustered, and the souls of men are lost or
won.

Hence

the

prophet’s

sorrow

when

most the sweet

narrative,

‘‘lineament

book,” TI opened ny Bible,
parable which Jesus snake:

which

After

had

al-

fead
:

this
a

of a gospel

and

“What “man-of you, having a hundred
sheep, if he lose one of them, doth not leave
the ninty and nine in the wilderness and go
‘iifter that which is lost until he find it?
And when hehath found it, he layeth it
on his shoulders rejoicing.”
With this vivid scene of the Siberian search fresh in my
mind, I read this exquisite parable with a
new delight. I seemed to see our” Divine
She herd
starting oX after the lost sheep.
ows the thickets or the quagmires into
©
which the silly truant must have strayed.
He may hear its bleatings afar off. He goes
until he finds it. He does not beat it for
straggling ; but, pulling it out of the mire’
or drawing it from the tangled thicket, he
layeth it on his shoulders—the clean carrying the unclean, the Holy earrying the unholy. Beautiful picture of Jesus the sinbeaver! Every saved soul has been upon
Christ's shoulders. When he ‘bare our

6. - Desire no rapid

clock has struck

12,

growth.

it does

When

not

strike

He

Discouraged, he

where

HORATIO B. HACKETI.D.D,
AND BZRA ABBOT, LL. D.

the warm

of the hand, information about the
evening meeting, invitation to the Sunday

as
the

school, and the

welfare,

13

next. The full moon grows no larger.
7. . Be not over hasty to combat
public stranger go away without notice, never let
opinion without a pressing reason. He that that chilling feeling of loneliness come over
Shite against the wind, spits in his own any person in the house of God. It should
be your pleasure to make every stranger
ace,
odio
vo
or
8. Never scare off a fly with a club,when at home. Try it, and your reward will
a Teather will do as well ; and remember you be speedy !-—Advocate.
can take more flys with a gill of molasses
than with a gallon of vinegar.
Do not Pray Enough.
9. Avoid debt. He that pays down, will |.
EP
—
not be called upon to pay up.
10. Ministers must not only eat their . | Felix Neff once made the following
bread by the sweat of their brow,but by the camparison :
sweat of their brains,
prs
When a pump is frequently used, but lit|- 11. * Let not your sermons be like a ser- tle pains -are necessary ‘to have water—the
Water pours out at the first

pent, smallest at the last end,
but. rather like

es, and

he

bids

i

saved soul

is mot

confined to the angel

bands. - It is only witnessed by them, and
partially shared by them. It is ‘‘in their
presence” that the celestial rapture breaks
orth. But the supreme joy is in the bosom
of the enthroned Redeemer! His was the
sorrow, when he was “‘exceeding sorrowful unto death.” His is the joy, when he
presents even one mepentant sinner ‘‘before

“Such as I Have

ym

.

These words of Peter, to the lame man
he healed in Jesus's name, should be a les-

son to us all in our daily life.
have

we

are

to

give;

and

Such

so

as we

doing,

we

may give that which is more ‘precious. than
silver or gold.
Heap up treasures ‘at a poor helpless

cripple’s feet, and say, ‘‘ Take these,or take

soundness and strength of limbs,” “which
would he cifoose? Ask some uafortunate
one whom you know, and see if he would
‘ Oh! beldved Savior! When we behold
thee on ‘thy throne, the shepherd amid not choose health and vigor. The well
his ransomed flock ; thy victories complete ; man may think he would be willing to forego health for the treasures, but he knows
the last wandering sheep brought home;
the last recovered jewel glittering in thy not of what he affirms, The healed cripple
crown; then we ‘will confess that the to whom the above words were addressed
triumph was worthy of the toil, and the was not satisfied to go walking into the
ransom of thy glorified church was worth 6f temple; he went in leaping also ; at the
all bitter agonies of" Him who came to geek same time words of praise and thanksgivin
shed from his lips, as he tried and rd
and to save the lost! ‘Worthy the Lamb
is new-found. powers. Do you think he
that was slain,¢o receive power and riches
and strength and honor and glory and was found asking alms again? I can but
blessing for ever and ever "—T". L. Cuyler in think he was ever after too grateful for the
power
to earn his. daily bread, to sit paIndependent.
tiently down and ask far charity.
There are gripples all about us—crip:
Pld bodies, cripp ed minds, crippled souls.
How" shall we
best help them? Till we
The Yiessom of Faith.
can do something bétter, we must giye
ng
A Wee.
them alms. They walk our streets, they
In an evening
prayer-meeting, one per- bide in tenement houses, they are in our
son arose and said that we ought to leve alm-houses, hospitals, prisons, and various
institutions. Now, if while
Jesus, for he loved us and gave himself for reformatory
us, J—M-—, who was present, understood thus sustained by the community, some of
and felt the words. He opened his heart Christ's disciples passing by shall, in the

the presence of his glory.” He sees” of the
travail of his soul and is satisfied.
. -

name of Jesus, Bid them rise up

and

walk,

become

more

of place,

and

ung.

A strange

he had been in

on his bed, and for
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ed

her—hut by expressing a wish to live, Had
her faith failed?
‘Was this the darkest hour
that

ushers

in the dawn ?

No;

it was the:

bright flash and leaping up of the flame be-.

fore the, light expires forever, «I wash to
live,” shé said.
‘Yonder I shall wear the

crown; here’only I can bear the cross; and
were it God's will, I would stay here to toil;
sacrifice, and suffer yét more for him,
dear Lord and Saviour, who has here sag

ficed and suffered so much for me I" Saintly
woman!

she looked behind; but not like

Lot's wife, who thought not of the good she

. might do in Sodom, but of the.goods she lost
* there ; and more by the loye of Christ that

than by the
him ve
would romain -to--ser
‘faith that shrinks not from the king of terrors, she supplies” an illustration and sets

us an example of the highest piety,—that
it. is not our dutyto see for death, — Dr.
Guthrie
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and the shouting man at once became quiet:
Brother W-——
asked -Brother
H-—

“What did you say to the old man that.
quieted him 80 promptly?” Brother Hr

two leading
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minister, said that,

He went to him and spoké a few words,
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git engage in our ‘new business make from

MOUTH.~—Brother

early in his ministry,he and a brother,
H-——, were conducting a meeting in which
there was much religious interest. An old
man gave expression to his joy by shouting,
and continued
until it began to interrupt
the services. Brother H—— said to Brother W——, “Go stop that old man’s noise.”
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BE
HoNEST IN PREACHING.—An old
Scotch lady was told that her minister used
notes. She dishelieved it, Said one, ‘Go
into the gallery, and see.” She didso and
saw the written sermon. =~ After the luckless
preacher had concluded. his reading on the
last page, he said, ‘But I will not enlarge.’
The old woman cried out from her lofty
position, ‘“Yecanna, ye canna! foryver paTo :.sHuT
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Patent Stamp on every one,
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BELL

Made

AND

ton manufacturers, and warranted
against ripping,
NOT ONE WAS REUTRNED.

ROY, N. X.—A large assortment of Church,
Academy, Fire Alarm, and other bells, constantly.

on hand and made to order.
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ROOMS

‘We offer-to send free by mail to all subscribers for
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days and nights he had suffered ceaseless
am, |
attendants could not conceal their surprise.
The Strange Sentence,
P
‘ And must I die?” he said to. himself. |" .
Whereupon the
good mun said something
to this effect :—*‘I thought the voyage
of
life “1 can not live much longgr in this pain; if
A little Wrong.going in the beginning
was over; and that, done with
ifs sins it continues as ‘bad as itis now, I must leadeth to a great sin in the end.”
and sorrows, I was about to castanchor soon die.” Then he commenced a work
I one day somewhere took up a volume in
‘Am I prepared to
‘and go home; but now, thoughI had reach- of self-examination.
which this sentence was quoted from some
die
Pr
he
asked
himself.
ed the harbor's mouth, I find myself onde
It stood on the title“Oh, yes, for I: believe in Jesus,” his old English author.
more driven out to sea; amid the billows
page, and headed the first chapter, I-turnheart
answered.
ie
and buffetings of a stormy world.” Beauti‘“ But how do you know that you believe ed over the leaves, and again and again it
ful saying! Yet hers was a nobler piety,
; frowned upon me: ‘‘ A little wrong-going
who was not happy, like the: good arch- in Jesus P” the tempter inquires. .
“1 am sure that Phetieve in Jesus, and in the beginning leadeth to a great sin in
bishop, in the prospect of death—not happy
end.”
2
é
to die, but wished rather tg¥live, She was I am certain that I shall be saved.” With theI was'startled.._The
quaint type made the
this
thought
the
young
man
eonsoled
hima8 ripe as he to gome away, like mellow
words look gloomy, and the very repetition
- fruit, at the touch of death. = With the ties self,
‘“ But perhaps you did not believe in the of them gave them a fearful ring. I did not
that bound her-$o this world few and feeble,
‘read the volume.
This strange sentence,
with angels waiting to carry
her to Aora- right way ?? suggested the Evil One,
Then the young man was in
great dis- however, I have ofterf” recalled ,as one of
ham’s bosom, her sun, with all the radiance
singular significance and power.
rine
‘of tropic climes, was setting on a placid sea tress, and he said’ to himself, ‘Perhaps 1
Go to Yonder inebriate.
Ask him how he
and in a cloudless sky, Enviable death-bed have not believed in the right way.” In
where Jesus is near, and the eye, closing. his agony he cried out, ‘‘Oh, what shall I came to be the feeble wreck he now is—by
what fearful steps he sank so rapidly, and
oP”
:
:
.
on all below, is fixed on the: gates that are
has fallen so far, He pauses, while recolBut
he
remembered
his
pastor's
words:
opening to receive the parting spirit! Yet
gre not required to have faith in our lection slowly hgings up’ the past. He
she also surprised the loved ones around *‘ We
"points to the scene when he took the first.
circumstance ; and so unexpected, that his
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some standard-bearer, a good and
great anid let the love of Jesus shine into his and give them their right hand to raise
JAMES R. ELLIOT, BOSON, MAY:
man dies, *‘Howl, fir trees, for the cedar is soul. With the feeling of the divine love them upon their hitherto unused feet, and
Lai
3
«in
his
heart,
his
soul
flowed
out
in
love
to
fallefi ;” and hence also the Psalmist’s ery,
Christ shill own and accept the effort made
Varieties.
his
Saviour.
He
became
a
Christian,
sub“Help, Lord, for the godly man ceaseth,
A JOID. QUACKS.—A vit of varly Indisore
to relieve a brothér in affliction, because of.
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tion, causing
nervous debility; premati
decay
for the faithful fail from amon the. children sequently joined the church, and lived a the faith of his follower, the most priceless
Christian
life.
A
having tried in vain every advertised remed
Never forget what a man has said to you &c.,
of men.”
:
:
ift will have been bestowed upon the lame:
has discovered a simple means of self-cure, whic
Some
years
after
this,
the
young
man
|
8
It is related of Archbishop Leighton that
one, and as he goes on hig'way it will .be when he was angry. If he has charged he will send free to his fellow sufferers on receipt of
Address J. H,-REEVE
unlike some good people we have seen, hé was taken very sick, and the physician with bounding steps and grateful songs. you with anything, you had better lgok it a stampto pay postage.
87 Nassau 8t., Néw
York.
is
1y28
* looked sad, ra ther than happy, on his recov- thought that he might die. For three weeks
up.”
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The Little Corpora
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dearest Lord is the safest mark of our growth
in holiness,and the most tranquilizing prophecy of our final perseverance.—Faber.
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little effort, promises, at some not very distant day, to be dominant and supreme. The |
love” of Jesus never can be an ungrowing
love. It must grow, if"it does not die out.
In our physical life, as we grow older, we
become more sensible to cold and wind, to
changes

t
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of a passion, which, by
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It is the wisdom of life, as well as its joy,
to be always feeling this great need of Jesus.
A true Christian feels that he could no more
live for an hour without Jesus than he could
live for an
“without air, or under the
water. T
.is something delightful in
this sense of utter dependence upon Jesus.
It is our only rest, our only liberty in the
world. It is the bondage of our imperfection, that we oan not be
directly and actually thinking of Jesus all day and night, yet
it is astonishing how near we may come to
this.” Our very sleep at last becomes subject to the thought of Jesus, and saturated
with it. It is part of the gladness of growing older, not enly that we -are thereby
drawing nearer to our first sight of him, but
that we feel our dependence upon him more
and more. We have learned more about
him. We have had a longer and more varied experience of him. Our love for him
has

"
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us. ‘‘cast our

cares” upon him too! The whole load he
takes up joyfully.
The transcendent joy in Heaven over a
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BOSTON; 117 WASHINGTON STREET,
where a somplele siook of to

.the sqorpion, whose sting is in its tail,
Jit is high; but if. the pump has not been
12.
Have special éare of those members used for a long tinie, the water gets low,
who were born in a storm,as they are prone and when you want it you must pump it
a long while, and the water comes only
to want a storm to live in.
great efforts. It is so with pray13. Never forget that a minister's work after
| we are instant in prayer every
is to break hard hearts, and to mend broken er,
“ones.
.
little circumstance awakens the dispo14. Tbegan with a verb; I will conclude sition to pray, and desires and words are
with a case. May you never be found in Hiwye ready. But if we neglect prayer, it
sins,” and “carried oursoirows,” then was: the accusative; and never come out in the is difficult for us to pray; for the water in
the befouled yet precious load upon Jesus's vocative.—4n Old Minister.
the well gets low.
shoulder.
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once decide his course, The result is, a
zealous worker is gained by one church and
lost by. the other, and Suply because’.
the
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Reading the above thrilling scene in my

friend Kennan's book I found the tears
stealing down my own cheeks in sympathy
with the brave fellows who had periled their
their

where

to fall.

but he
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for
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to desire

:

rescue

places,

never find the Saviour on the pinnacle of
temple but once. What company had
there P
Uy
i
+ 6, Be no respecterof
great personages
such, Remember the ey Lap en

my hand to Ty

;

Never covet high

him,
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lives in order to

So far as personal considerations are con-
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difficult to stand and ee

A

the friendly hand or in any manner notices
him.. He is somewhat discouraged, alittle
home-sickness steals over

SMITHS
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his

him to be a stranger, yet no one extends

3. When you know not what to do,never
do you know not what. .
!

i
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MESSRS: Low
&
(E now stand in dhe.
forentost rank of
writers o! Sunday
School Music,
their contributions to
”
wosurpassed. No Music Book has ever been published to,
which. so many
eminent h
B
have. ‘ contributed, or embracing so great a variety
of pare, practical, soul-stirring hymns; and in the
and preparation,of those in“ PURE GO.
Editors nor Publishers have spared
pains or expense.
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m her eye!’
= Hearth afd Home. ,

and
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EARLY

Good

death.

the pipe,

I heard a startled

ign

away,

KINDRED

4

CHEAPER AND BETTER THAN ANY-OTHER

Was I could ol

Desiring to Die...
\

house!”

down

is far

;

easily broken ; but not easily mended,

As'T entered the snow-cellar, and seized
hold of my long-lost friends, .my- overstrained nerves gave way, and in ten min-.

side in works and rest;

duty

God! thank

voice under my feet reply, ‘Who's there?

FT ts oy
i

shouted

his home

AND
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WILL BE READY

Lasts three times as long as Brown Soap.

‘Halloo the

and

he meets;

i

Cure of various Affections of the Throat.

(e.) BRONCHITIS

}

$1,50.

(d.) COUGHS AND COLDS; or, the Prevention,

A young man comes to your church ; he
is a perfect stranger to the majority of those

.

roan, each

@ eeror H ene of the night '
oand.)
; ) HEALTH i AND DISEASE0s affectedby Constipation, .
and its Unmedicinal
Cure.
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.

Win the Stranger.

church he has left farbehind. He listens at1. That human$appiness, like Hebrew tentively tothe service, and is pleased and
profite
what he hears.
e service
verbs, has no present tense,
vil
Although many know
2. * That human friendship, like glass, is oyer, he goes out.
Remember :

.
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Advice to Young Ministers.

The lpst wanderers

‘Thank
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leads to great sin in the end."— Observer.

and the “full assurance of

prayer.— Messenger.

God! I repeated to myself softly,” says the
heroic writer “and, as I. climbed upon the

And keeps her brave eyes lifted up.

a Christian’s

‘be under it.

22),

‘PURE COLD,

LS

must

I tell’ men there is.no such thing as religion.

oer

a

God work ; and the evening and the morning were Jonah's second day,—Bishop Anrews.
hh
i

I sowed
the wind, and Siready I reap the
whirlwind, in the fears of which you speak.

Bleaehes White Clothes, Brightens Colors,

ing from a snowbank.

And homely
ways she wreathes with grace;
Harsh duty turns to loving
zest;
And cheery ope
»
will

not

It comés from

blood in his veins throbbing at his heart.
As he comes up, he discovers the Chook| chee stand
by a small black pipe project-

She walks in humble ways of life,
That lead ofttintes through gloom and shade;
And cares and crosses, not a few, .
+ “Are on her patient shoulders laid;
.
Yet smiles and drinks each bitter cup,

- It is

(Heb, 10:

one of his “Chookchee,” who has gone on
in advance. He hurries to the spot, all the

-

Our New Sunday School Song

ing" (Col.2: 2), the ** full assurance of faith”

hope” (Heb. 6: 11). This is the desire of
halloo | his héart, -and the Lord will answer his

~drawn

I left off God, spiritual enjoyments fled, ahd in ‘effect, when he\teemed to be in ‘most
I sought pleasure in the world, It was then danger, he was in most safety. Thus can

SAVES

Kennan hears a faint, To
across the wintery waste.

. A richer music meets the gar.

»

-Oné of the two

“| ont his sledge, and is fast fallin
into_the
sleep of death. Suddenly, at midnight, Mr.

Torother hand than hers Belongs:
Yet in her words of tender cheer,

:

The

braye explodérs has already sunk exhausted

:

sors to Willia
B. Bradbury
m .

And all the while at ease, agin a cell or
study ; for there he indited a psalm So as, .,

money, saves clothing;

with blood at every step

he was bound, and where Lis errand lay.

with surprise that you have so thoroughl
read his heart,
¢ sighs heavily, an
answers: ‘‘ It began with a ‘little neglect:

Ido it with a strange frenzy, for I mean by
Satan can ney
ake that firm foundation!’ it, there is no religion for me-none for me!™
“0 God, my, heart is fixed,” isthis cry.
Do not forget the words—words so full of
Like the apostle he prays, ** Lord, increase warning, and especially to those who have
my faith,” His petition is that he ma;
taken or are about to take a doubtful step:
come to the *‘ full assurance of undexstand- “A little wrong-going in the beginning

feet of their poor dogs spot the white snow

you see _

Nor gin has she to charm and thrill
A Shyuisices world with warbled songs.

al
nge

fifty degrees below zéro!

whale, and

the whale carried him right,—landed him
onthe next shore to Nineveh, wither in truth

labor, saves time, saves

.mercury to

Yet in her garments simple grace
Her soul’s regality you trace.

Are at her

self a friend; how he reached a state of Tarshish-ward ; went into the

Another

When | mind where cogafort has fled, and appalling
fear sometimes enters his soul, his eye of fears at times assail him, He looks at you

his companion. are well nigh perishing
themselves.
from a cold which has sunk the

No wondrous romance wreathos her life ;
Nor has she led a manyFs train;
.
)
or ric
b.
Ee would call her,~plain;
al
NO

And art that wikes the ivory keys

him?

Sayes

‘Where right and wrong so boldly war;

Hor Jon binds her hak’s soft bands

perplex

SOAP.

Her name shines not in bannered fleld,

A beauty shining constantly.
ken robe enfolds her form ;
ey leisute bath3 hor hands;
Nos
30
wels are a simple

a doubt.

In Mr, George Kennan's fascinating faith looks up inte heaven and views Jesus,
“Tent Life ja Siberia” is a very thrilling over sin and the Evil One more than cons
account offi search made by the author for quevor, for he is King, seated. on the right
a party of his lost codutrymen on ‘the band of God. At the sight of his glorified
‘| Anadyr River. Aftera Journey by dog- Saviour fear gives place to -hepe, to that
‘sledge for two hundred miles. over drifted hope that maketh not ashamed.
’
snow, they reach the spot where they conHe builds his hope, not on his own religjecture the missing’ Americans to be buried fous
experience, not on his’ past or presaway under the snow. Mr. Kennan and ent fifith
; but on Jesus, the solid rock ; and

My Heroine. 7

t in her two dear eyes

Does

Jook at the cross drivesit all away.

+
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Joy of Saving the Lost:

THE GREAT
ECONOMIZER.
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SUNDAY SCHOOL BOOKS
will flad it fot the advantage of their Schools to send

Twenty years experience has proved this the

:
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all orders direct to

most popular remedy with Physicians and
replied, “I asked him for a dollar for forMessrs. I). LOTHROP & CO., Boston,
Parents.
for those
pests of Childhood~-Worms:
..
is ‘faith in his dear Son.” These words glass, and had some misgivings as to hid eign missions.”
" They are pleasant to take and always effective
whose Stook is one ofthe LARGEST and BEST Se
in
expelling
the
Worms
and
toneing
the
system
‘were plain; but they seemed to be very safety. He tells you all his woe was there,
AN OLD-TIME ViEWw.—One of the most lected in the-United States.
41tf.
up to its normal condition, Beware of counter
dark to. him at tha¢ time. He felt worse. in that little wrong-going; that one act marked illustrations .of- the change -whigh. |
feits and imitations. The genuine have thésigANTED—AGENTS, {129
r day) to sell
He had’ a sense of faintness, of sinking. turned him from, the pathof safety, and led has taken place in thé way in which good A
nature
of the proprietors on the wrapper of each
the celebrated. HOME
SHUYTTLE
SEWING
He thought that this sinking feeling was on to all the wrgtchedness and sin that have men regard certain things is afforded’by the
package.
:
MACHIN.
Has the under-feed,
makes the
death,
He was sinking, sinking ; but was embittered his intervening years,
“lock stitch” (alike on both sides,)and is fully
JOHNSTON, HOLLOWAY & COWDEN,
following extract from the diary of the
Heensed. The best and cheapest family Sew:
Go to yonder hopeless heart, once so blithe Rev: Samuel Seabury of Ledyard, Conn.
not Peter sinking in the waves onge, when.
:
No. 602 Arch St., Philada,
“
Ing machine in the market.
Address
JOHN:
he cried out, ‘‘Lerd, save me,” anf the and hopeful, now dwelling in a gloom that He says, ‘The ticket, No. 5866, in the
SON, CLARK & CO, Boston,
Massa., Pitts
Sold by all Druggists at 25°cents per Box.. burgh, Pa., Chicago, Ill, or Bt. Louis, Mo,
‘Lord saved Peter? The young man felt nothing can fully illumine--a gloom which Lighthouse and Public Lottery of New
lyéow13 =
1y27
that he was sinking in the waves of‘sick- daily casts some shadow ofthe past, and York, drew in my favor, by the blessing of
ness, perhdps going down to the dark river awakens a Jonging Yor. the oblivion of the Almighty Géd, £500; of which I received A NERVOUS INVALID has published for
of death, in: doubt of . salvation; so looking L grave, Ask what it is- which has so poison- £425, there peinga deduction of fifteen per
the benefl(of young men and others who suffer
ESTABLISHED 1867,
ARE
a: treatise
to Jesusin faith he prayed, *‘ Lord, save ed existencé. No, do not ask! You know cént. for which I now recordto my posterity . from Nervousness, general Debility, &c.,
- cure. - Written by one
the meshs of self
supplying
me.” At oncé his mind ‘was peaceful, his that i was a little’ wrong-goinig in the] ‘my thanks and prajse to Almighty God, the wie
Teachers Wanted to supply vacancies in PUBLIC:
um
mself, and sent ee on receiving a post.
SCHOOLS, ACADEMIES and. FEMALE SEMINARIES, in
ind
ie
doubtful step ;-but.it led to. giver of alt good gifts v=Vony:
POSE
soul was reéposing in Josus.
fron A
Qe
nd
FAT -Pai i
“1"the qiférent States: Send for MUTUAL
own faith, all the faith that God. asks

of us
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The Lord saved him from his fears, saved
him from his doubts, and was very gracious
and saved-his life. Inthe furnace of afiliction, God taught him the lesson of faith.
He Jearned thathe could not trust to his
own religious experience. The devil could
shake that prop. He now knew, what he

never understood before, that he could ‘not
Fivniesy of ‘sins, but also of a crucifixion to put
his trust in his faith in Jesus. He
e world, and of being *‘risen with Christ,”
ed not'relyon his own faith as a good
he is where he can trust'to receiving the work,
for it would be like resting on a reed.
idance of the Holy Spirit; for the cleanshe rejoices in knowing the simplicity
pn. blood and the Spirit's work belong to- Now
of faith: it is trusting Jesus; believing “in
ether,"
;
Mie him,
Jesus saves, and Jesus only.”
hid

,

a {rightful depth.
- Go to yonder criminal,

r

|
:
Ask him how he
)

came to be exposed to the penal

»

%

of crinte.

A SunNyY-Sipe View

or JoNAH'S Expr-

RIENCE.—There he was: but, look, no hurt
there; as safe, nay, more safe than in the

e tells you
He points back to his boyhood.
of a single offense, trifling as a petty
theft ‘best ship of Tarshish. :No flaw of weather,
or a lie, and traces allhis crime to-this one no foul sea, could trouble him there. As

root, It was then that the evil nature »sserted its dominion, and thence pushed him
on to the guilt and shame which now thickLen about him, dnd to the just punishment
which awaits him,
;

Go to yonder apostate.

Ask him How it

came about that he is now an

safe, and as

safely

brought

ship could have done no
upon the water, he did but
riage; shifted but from one
er, went on his way still...

‘well, nay, better than the ship

enemy of the. carried him ; went into

crossof Chirist, he who oncé avowed

to land;

thé

more. So that
change his carvessel to anothOn he went, as
would

the" ship,

have’

the ship

him- ‘carrigd him wrong; out of his way clear to

’
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that we shall look for, with interest, as will
panies should be*rebuked and their modes many. others, We intended to publish a
of conveyance thoroughly overhauled. “But statement based on the report made last
The Forty-first Congress is busy with the but her generots policy alone will carry her
for the safety as well as convenience of year, but circumstances delayed and’ thenscepter
over
consenting
and
confiding
hearts,
; [last work which falls-to it, as we write.
It
travelers, let the rebukes be administered ‘over ruled the execution of that purpose.
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 8, 1871.
has hdd its share of responsibility, and has We trust she is sick of war, that she loathes and the change of management secured be-, But we shall look for the fuller exhibit next
the
idea
of
mere
military
conquests,
and
asTp
——————————
eee
not fallen. behind the average of its predefore another ten years of explosions and summer. Meantime
we ‘trust the needed
"GEORGE T. DAY, Editor.
cessors in an honest, purpose and a working pires chiefly to the function of civil benefaccollisions: One hardly likes to witness the and owed money may flow in freely,
tor,
;
:
industry, It had no such opportunity to
« It is. yet too soou to tell what political sacrifice of his fellow men every fortnight, and that the noble. work done within the
All communications designed for publication’ make a brilliant record as Kad the two or
op
letters
all
and
Editor,
the
to
should be addressed
attitude
France will assume.
Ten days for the sake of giving newspapers an oppor- college may not fail of appreciation and rettances of money, &c., should be ad- | three Congresses that immedjately preceded
business,
ago,
a.
constitutional
monarchy
seemed
al- tunity to point their assertions of criminal ward.
*
dressed to th& Publisher.
it: Tts work called for practical sagacity,

Worning Star

Congressional

and plodding patience, and

Special Notice.

v

is called to the

Particular attention

:

Work.

spifiit. It has to rebuild what has been overthrown, to heal the wounds of a bygone

re-

The thought of that unhappy country has

cent offer of the ‘CRITICAL GREEK AND EN- souls and industries.

Tariff, and Revenue,
and Taxes,” and Currency, and Funding

subbcribers.

for new

-. MENT” as a premium

Debts,

We will send the book,” postpaid, to any

and

Improvements,

Diplomatic

God.

and

Problems,—

the lips has been called for; the eloquence
Our knowledgeof God is so imperfect of sound judgment and hard work has been
that it sometimes impresses us unfavora- in much greater demand. And though it
bly. His greatness, for instance, is so in- is very easy to criticise, and catp, and comcomprehensible that many - persons readily plain, and sneer, yet it is only just to 5a
admit him to be infinite in all his attributes, that the Forty-first Congress has, on the
————

»

and then give themselves no farther thought

on the subject.

not yet settled -into an ‘intelligent soberness, a8 we trust it soon may. But we may
rejoice even mow in the comingof peace,
and assure ‘ourselves that the lesson taught

these things, and such as these, have chiefly
claimed attention at the hands'of the men
who, for two years past, have held seats. in
the opposite wings of. the Capitol at Washington.
Not much of the-eloquence of

:

Pleasing

Internal

Civil Service,

person who will forward us three new: subscribers to the Star, with: payment in advance, viz., 87.50.

and

whole, made

up

solid and more beneficent is to succeed the
dynasty which found a fitting end in the
overthrow at Sedan. If the republicans

| are wise enough, they will now find their
opportunity ; if not. they must. go to school
still longer and’ con the lesson that Provi-

dence will not fail to keep before their eyes.

whose more animated

and

A

thrilling ‘story

- presence, and are almost afraid to trust -or projected. There has been a disposition to
"him. In all of their thoughts, and even in wait for the new members to come in, and
their worship, they think of God as being learn their views and temper, and lét them
at such a distance that there is but little un- chiefly inaugurate the méasures whith they
ion or sympathy between him and them- must be depended upon to carry out. The
:
session is quite 4s much distinguished for
:
selves.
Now, this may not dllbe wrong, for the what it has not done as for anything
Tt has organized
essential difference between man and his’ it “has accomplished.
' Maker forbids unrestrained freedom of in- and illustrated inertia. Its force has come
"tercourse. But God, in his condescension, out in resistance. Its strength has been
It has not disposed
reveals himselfto us as a Father, and de- seen in sitting still.

come to him

as chil- of the question of the Income Tax." It hag
put and

There is something tender and
dren.
touching in this relation that ought to allay

fear, inspire hope

Civil

Service

Reform

upon

the table after tossing it about in debate.
The plea for the abplition of the Franking

confidence.

beget

and

kept

. An American Habit.

|

has gone into history and is still quoted
;
how he ean be pleased with frail and sinful with quickened pulses.
The short session closing on the fourth of
mortals. The element of fear enters so
largely into their reverence that they sel- March has not been outwardly striking.
dom act naturally when they come into his No new and bold schemes have_ been carried

sires that we should

[3

How full of comfort is the promise, ** I will | privilege is answered only by ambiguous
feceive you, and be a Father unto you, and speeches and doomed bills. The San Doye shall be my sons and ‘daughters, saith mingo question raises a little breeze, buf
‘the Lord Almighty.” « Like as a father the sails are reefed and observations taken,
pitieth his children, so the Lord pitieth-them so that not much risk is run. Hesitation

and prudence are set down as the cardinal
that fear him.”
>
a
:
« Our Father,” is the endearing appella- ‘virtues.
All thi§ may be wise. One thing is certion with which Jesus teaches us to come
And yet, there are persons so ex- tainly to the credit of this closing Congress.
to God.
ercised with slavish fear that, if they can It has not been bought -or mastered by the
only succeed in so liviag as to escape the Lobby, and the Rings of other days have

Perhaps we would better say a universal

habit, for the worldat large isquite apt to
indulge it,—that of pelting a person when

ourself, can not. failto please him. Nor
when we repent of sin, - trust in the merits
of his Son for salvation, and praise the Father for all his wonderful dealings with us.

and

ceded,

the

mofiey

The territory is to be
paid, the defeat confess-

ed, the humiliation accepted, the relative
Ishe better pleased weakness made manifest. In all this Paris
And never, perhaps,
must still be Paris. France is France still.
"than when, in the spirit of Christ, we do
Even after the preliminartes are signed and
.
opportunity
good to others as we have
ratified,
the troops and populace within the
Tae pleasure of God is learned, not only fallen capital insist that the German soldiers
from the precepts, promises and threaten- shall not enter the city, and they get up
and biings of the Bible, but from its history

riots; and build barricades, and make inographies also. Not only have good men flammable speeches, .and spit out their anand nations received his blessings in trying ger, and swell their threats. But they take
those who have

to keep his commands; but
ignored his claims and disobeyed his words

have been visited

with the

care to end

all’ this the night before the

out-pouring of German army enters the gates; and when

his wrath,

com-

they see the spiked helmets nodding at the
open’ portals, they veil the statues inthe

constant
royal gardens and squares, strike an atti__ munion with God that we best learn how to tude, give one howl. of dismay, and then
please him. There is, by “this means, a hurry tortheir chambers, draw the curtains
maintaining

It is by

kind

a

of acquaintance establishedbetween us

and hold ther breath while the victorious

"and him, by which a feeling of intimacy is regiments march proudly along the desertawakened m the heart, that will leave us con- ed and silent streets, This is the fifth act,
tinually

dissatisfied

unless

’ conscious

of and the dramatic elementis quite as prom-

seeking his pleasure, Without this acquaint- inent as it has been during any earlier porance ever fresh and intimate, we are contin- tion of the six months’ performance. And
our duties to Lim. How ap- so the bloody regime ends and the role of
ually forgetting

propriate the ‘admonition, * Acquaint now peace begins.

. thyself with

_ +

him

good shall. come

; thereby

and be at

unto

thee.”

Justas we

We

no
grieve for France, and we know that

Gerniany has paid dearly for the triumph

~~ may be more successfulin, pleasing our with whose glowing symbols she is seeking

common-sense.

|

prehend, but, from our point of vision, we
can not see that our nation will be strengthened by. the incorperation of foreign elements, with- nothing in them congenial,

and affording no promise of being readily
fused into one wiass withus. On the con-

suspending *him from the exercise of his

trary, the wider becomes our area, and the
greater the variety of
we ussociate
with us; the more : confli
become the
interests, and, of course, the more divergent
the views of the whole. = If we Sind
now

of

gether, when it stretclies into too vast pro-

in his ministry. He appeals from the senténce

functions as a preacher, to the conscienceof next to im

ble to adjust questions of
policy so as to
East
and
the Christian public and the just judg- national
West, the North and South, how much
mgte °
ment of God. His people rally at once to difficult it will be when the climate,
goil,
his side. In a letter to him, they say.
pursuits, interests and views of the
.
There
The prosperity’ of our parish, the
great are more diverse and
as a wide empire
breakwork in which it is engaged, the pl hn is sucha thing
tions of the fatal effect upon it which must ing to pieces Ly its own weight, no bond
it toinevitably result from a violent separation of union heig Stung enough to
pastor and Jeople by the force of an out-

We say, shen, that we-do not
side
power;
the Snanjimity of our congrega~ portions,
tion in desiring that the tie remain
unbroken need any ‘more territory to make us strong, °

roads in England, and very likely there will

ous

church, numbering

over

400 families,

not be’ until another axle breaks. Clear- 840 communicants, and nearly 1,300 pupils
and teachers in its home and mission Sunly the surest way for railroads to escape cen- day schools,” Believing you thoroughly
sure is to keep their cars on thetrack, and if loyal und true to the Protestant. Episcopal
an axle is to break, so arrange that it shall Church; and guilty of no offense against its
ave therefore earnestsnap at a-convenient point. And jt is much doctrines and worship,
the same with men. We are apt to repress ly request you to continue ‘your labors
among us.
5 1
all our timely. warnings that might have prea \
vented failure, and to keep back our friendly

regular and abundant, instead of devoting

their time and energy to build up

churches

in neglected and destitute neighborhoods.
Other papers and writers

come to the res-

‘cue of Mr. Hammond,
and to the
glorification of the system and
vivalists.
’
the discussion does not
personal and bitterly partisan,-

defense and
workof rebecome too
it will prob-

ably do good. - It is easy to argue on both
sides. Nothing is perfect in this world.
Revivalists

are men, and - are far

ion, are

facts,

as. much

as

that

trilobites

once existed, and they are to be explained

in a way to satisfy
the human reason.
are not to be simply ridden over and

They
tram-

pled down, because a man happens to

hold

such materialistic theqries, that there is no
place in them for the presence and activity
of a personal God.
In short, there are a good many kinds of
facts in this universe, and he is but a very
poor thinker who supposes hé can use a
part, and reject a part, and -yet have hisphilosophy come out right in the end.

do sometimes

become at least of doubtful

tendency and

influence. The great harvest which they
“suddenly swoop up often proves afterwards

to have a large amount of chaff.
Many
seemingly zealous convefbm, fail to “become
stable and useful Christians. The flaming
fervor is at times followed by a chill that
-suggests winter and the graveyard.
The
statistics made out at the end of a year burlesque the statements which went abroad

ends, but the willing contributors to our

rosperity.

We

do not need to own Cuba .

in order to profit by al! Cuba can do for us.
Canada

does

not hinder our pro,

may be even more than now a
With the pro
our advancement.

arts, science, commeree

, but

to
of

and religion, the

interdependence of nations is better under
Nature, or, as we Jrcies to put it,
stood.

Providence, has given to the nations their

own clime and habits and genius, and, in
their own way, they are working out their
God's design. For this
destiny, which is
development, they need to be let alone to
enjoy peace, and to have the good will of

ny a railroad gollision. ‘But let either occur;

Se

all mankind.

Deion] vs and Nos.
How to Help the College.
The

floating debt

of Bates

College,

some of our friends understand,
lirger

thousand dollars, and on the

as

is forty

this sum we are paying interest at the rate
of seven and one half per cent. The Treas-

fiver has put into my hands about twenty
thousand dollars

in notes to the college.

These are six per cent. notes, and some of
them are due, some over due, and others

.
pr
about coming due.
requires
college
the
of
success
Now the

that the floating debt should be cut down as

much as’possible by the time of commence-

are

ment in June next, and I ask all who

indebted to nssist in this work. If our
friends will send me the money, I will return them their notes, and feel under special

obligation to them

in this time

of need.

needs every dollar honestly due. I hope to
give a particular statement of our financial
condition at the next meeting of the trustees and overseers, June 27th, 1871, and
if those who owe us will make payment by

Fel

aries Min dusted
83
4
3

helpin this Cirection,

~
0.B. Caexey,
Financial Agent of Bates College.

*

Lewiston, March 1st, 1871.

New Hampten,

The Watchman & Reflector-uses these

ting and timely words on the proper use of
what are called means of grace :
The prayer which we utter, the sweet
Sabbath into - whose religious services we
are about to enter, the Bible’ whose pages
lie open to us, are means through-the use. of

which
graceis imparted to. us. They are
given us as means, Fhey are given us for
use. The bad thing about this is, that we
have lost the significance of the words means,

ton ofi runners; with a very accommodating

driver, for the interesting village of New
Hampton. The pleasure of a visit to the
place where we spent six of the happiest
and most useful years of our life was by no
means small. Though great has been the
change since we took our diploma, still we

find no evidence that it has not been for the
lasting benefit of our Literary school. In
former days our young men had g dread of -

the community, instead of depending upon
foreign aid to bring about conversions; and

been performed

and that it is now

How
tthe mistake! How fatal!
the Sabbath, and the church, and the

¥

over.

Thus
song,

pe

H

2

pelting

im

[)

¢

the 20th of June next, it will prove a great

propensity

that

us assail

makes

the with what it calls the very ‘* common sin” three societies” with their ample. libraries,
President of this institution, found in the of falsehood, and applies the principle which ‘their weekly entertainments,
and their
proper columa, deserves the especial, atten- it lays down. in this way:
4
a little
not
add
exhibitions,
public
annual
This disposition fo deal falsely in social to its permanent prosperity.
tion of those who are depended on to pro:
;
vide for its pecuniary necessities. There has and business relations shows itself on every
Hampshire Free Baptists should patBates COLLEGE.

The statement of

generosity devoted to Bates College,

and

the results of its service so far are such as
ought to satisfy every
that his aid has

hand, -and_ in all sorts of ‘ways, It is seen
in the merchant, who unblushingly misrepresents the character of his goods, or gives

short weight or measure; in the journalist,
who garbles or misstateés the vipws of oth-

been wisely rendered. . But there is still ers; in the workman, who slights his work
need of interest, of liberality, and of a gen- and then conceals its defects ; in social life,
where a multitude of artifices are employed
eral rallying on the part of its friends. We —sometimes, it is true, with the most ami-

New

ronize

this the only unsectarian denemina-

tional'school ef its grade in-the state. Our
young people can here secure as good a fit
for collegeas at any school’ in our land.

The eommercial department presents special
attractions.

A

student

is

furnished with

are glad that an earnest effort is now making to swecp off, or at least greatly lessen,
the too large floating debt, by colletting

money and goods, and enters a practical
able intentions—to make things more business life while at school. For a busismooth and agreeable. The gamut of false- ness education, we do not hesitate
to. comhood is a long one, with innumerable variathis school to the notice of every

the notes that arewlue, and devoting the in-

rect” to the courteous prevarication of re-

tions of tone, from the coarse, rude ** lie di- ‘mend

come to this purpose. The announcement fined society. But we fear that in the eye
that a fuller and more detailed statement of of him who is calledf the *‘ God of truth”
its pecuniary condition than has yet been they are all alike lies4mo’ more, no.less.’
given to the public,is to bemade at the next

Commencement,—showing the state of its
funds,
the sources of its actual and prospect-

i

‘

w———

young person in the state. - Its numbers the’
present term speak in its favor more loudly

than words, especially when ‘we cofisider
the character and class of students here as
‘sembled. One hundred and eighty of 29

‘Moved evidently. by the effort now mak- intelligent young peopleas ¢an be gathered

ing to secur

, Domingo, and the decid-

from our New England homes are here pre-

s
ive income,the form in which its funds are ed tendency Mo break the tenth command.’ paring for usefulness and honor,
on peape and
we
and
door,
our
at
waits
stage
the
the
invested,
ite
real
assets
and
liabilities,
~1s
one
Canada,
But
|
the
toward
off
look
us
we
run
to
when
either
;meny
dominoering the iations and making Europe. continyally aiming
\
£

_

The college is- carrying a great load, and

Phd

ments by a time-table, and there will be
unavoidable cases when it will not come
quite up to the figures. There will be a
gort of unrecognized friction, a nameless,
g that will, in
{ almost unconscious. fallinoff
RSAII
CE
i
~~ him and his claims will help, us ed society.
regarding
in the wrong
bodies
bring
run,
long
the
The struggle has done two things that
“shore than al! human theories to orthe ancient
as precession
just
time,
wrong
the
at
place
the
ended
study,
has
;—it
will help toward concord
. traditions. There is no resort
times to
different
at
equinoxes
the
brings
intricdte, logical reasoning amcng rule of Napoleonism, and fused the several the meridian. Perhaps the variations, both
nds when they would please each other. Germanic states into a mighty empire. in running trains and in the earth’s motions,
and friendly,
need be none with the truly pious France should he more pacifie
by a mightbe prevented, but we. doubt if it
interpreted
be
to
not
d
‘is
she
woul
that
now
God.. When we
wouldg requird™the exercise of equally
ervice, let it be done, not self-seeking autocrat; and Germany will ‘miraculous power in both cases.
fi
becomes
ehe
as
only
power
her
oading sense of duty, as | properly use
n
‘our.
place
really
we
travel,
we
whe
1f,
‘magnanimous, and proves that she is intent
prosperity at hottie instead of selvesat the mercy of companies who are:
2:

N

part of

tion, and with a hearty **God bless you,”
' commit our Theological School to the care
‘
;
there is equal need that revivalists carry to and prayers, and sermons are all made ends, of the denomination.
‘bleedingin the other, that the public is arous- their work courtesy, modesty, and the ‘and they have blessed us as we have accom- | The special attraction of our visit was
ed and told that they travel at the mercy of souirdest judgment, as well as earnestness, plished them. ~Not so. These are nothing the annual public exercises of the Social
except means of
e, instruments for our Fraternity, The exercises of this society,
careless and triminal corporations. Are we faith and a mastering energy of purpose. sanctification,
ey
are to be used as any
to believe that Americans are really so stu- There is room enough for all wise workers, other instruments are used. They bless us of which we were never ashamed, manifested as much talent in the matter and manner
and
appreciatiofi
of
the
service
of
others
is
mismanagepid that they cap not discover
only as aveuse them,
:
3
far
better
evidence
of
a
capable
brain
and
a
of the varions parts as on any similar occaims
consequence
alarming
these
until
ment
right
heart
than
envy
and
disparagement.
gion. Thoughthe main attraction to this
press it upon them ? or must we admit that
The Examiner & Chronicle, which is given school is the thoroughness of its mode of ,
they
as
safe
as
are
our modes of conveyance
»
to plain speaking and practical topics, deals teaching, yet we are persuaded that the
can well be made; and that it is mainly the
and itis only while the wretched victims are
drowning in one case or lie crushed and

nations ‘ought to realize, as never before,— «that they receive, is not quite, so clear. Let
and we Believe fey do realize it,— the ter- any enterprise attempt fo regulate ts move-

at

LS

asapplied to these holy matters. As the word
stands
in the dictiopary, means is an instruThere is a sort of gleeful satisfaction in hav- while the enthusinsm wasat white heat. ment-for gaining an end. Thus a pen isa being called elders if they attended school
But still, these revival léaders and efforts means for writing, “or the locomotive is a here. That dread is now removed,and would
ing a mistake fo hold up and turn about
and comment upon, that accounts for awoften do great good. They bring a real ‘means for transportation. The same signifi- that the word itself could find no place in our
holds . good in spiritual things. vocabulary, when it is applied to mere"
part of it. Ifitis otherwise, why not press quickening to many a church and commu- cation.
Prayer is a means
to
an_end. That end is babes in Christ!
nity,
when
the
signs
of
life
had
almost
dismanageTaijrond
in
reform
a
until
the case
grace to the one who prays. The Sabbath
Young men and ladies can now enjoy
appeared.” Not a few of our leading Chris- service is a means to an’ end. . That end is
ment is secured?
%
studies without envying those who,
their
of
frequency
tian men-heard the word that brought them grace to the church attendant, This all
We are all aware of the
.accidents on our western rivers.. "But there to Christ from the lips of a revivalist, seems simple,—too simple so need one's at- because pursuing theology, were permitted
tentioh.
But the truth is, mén aré every- greater license.
The school is one and inis never a word said about securing - greater though they had sat for years before a. faith- where
and always turning their means into |* divisible to-day. No conflicts exist, batween
our
draws
calamity
ful
pastor.
“And
it
is
better
to
have
a
peosafety until a first-class
ends. People open their Bibles and read,
and
attention. Then there is no stint of censure ple stirred by religious truth, even if the and shut them again. Itisa duty done. science and theology. The Principal
ng
governi
of:
work
their
find
nor end of reformatory plans,— until after stir has something spasmodic in it; than that It is an end reached, People go to church entire faculty
on
Sunday,
and
sing
there,
and
join
in
the
deplorable
really
they
should
dream
on,
or
go
stumbling
is
It
about three days.
rayer, and listen to the sermon,—observthat our eyes remain shut to these dangers heedlessly into the next life after forgetting pe all these religious forms with becomin
until a steamboat explosion blows them the serious work of, this. There is great reverence and decorum. . They sit in their their different rules, dwelt under the same
open, and that our tongues can be loosed need that pastors and churches feel. their home circles at night with the comforting roof. Itisour. humble opinion. that both
only by the appalling horrors that accompa-~ responsibility for the religious condition of ‘assurance that another Sabbath service has teachers and students rejoice in the separa-

God is not unreasonable’ in his demands, rible’ character of war, and work for the
and he does not uniformly require that we pacification of Europe,and for the establishshould learn his will at theological schools ment of a Congress of nations whose office
a aa
tLe
4
oiler colleges . A natural, sensible wayof shall be to make war an outlaw from civiliz-

J Te

_

The last snow of winter was fast gliding
fit- | down stream, when a few friends left Til-

from in-

fallible, and their methods

them with all mannerof thrusts as soon as
TEI
;
to hide for.a liftle time her wounds and an accident occurs ?
That these atcidénts are offen the results
is with them, so as we seek a closer ac- gears and sorrows. If France sits down
~ quaintance with God, the more acceptable humiliated, Germany will drink her cup of of sheer carelessness must be admitted, but: been a large amount pf hard work and costly
‘ean we render our service.
victory to find it bitter with tears. Both”| that they all ment thé unqualified censure |

not fail to exercise simple

pdlicies, looking

—all these forbid that you should leave us. and we may be weaker the more we got.
But we would stren
ourselves by
During the eleven years of your labors
provinces and
entnt
among us, the parish has grown from the 1 such relations: with
feeblest mission life to a strong and vigor- people as would make them noteanly our

friends, the more irtimate our acquaintance

,
we should
And in seeking his pleasure

The Vestry of

There may be, strategic

far into “the Eagle Dalicie men J
higher points of observation and with the
aid of Fiske not to us available, can com-

he is down. The latest exhibition of it is in
the abuse that has been heaped upon the
Hudson River railroad since the New Hamburg ‘disaster. Before the galamity, the .| counsels that might have insured success,
Words from Exchanges.
road was well patronized by=all classes; until the downward
step is faken, “atid then
capitalists invested in its stock when they the whole quiver is thrown at once.
\. We assume that our readers are interested
could, and considered it a good investment;
to learn, from time to time, what topics are
no word of complaint was uttered against
discussed and how they are treated in the
SYSTEMATIC REWVALISTS.
A pretty leading columns of our exchanges; and so
those who had the daily care of its passengers, nor was-any fault found with its gen- warm discussion is going on in the papers we reproduce now and then some of the
eral management. = People went along mer- over the question of the need and the general more significant paragraphs which they
rily and happily over it, looked about them influence of a class of men among our bring.
| and smiled. complaisantly as they saw what churches known asrevivalists.. The labors
The Congregationalist takes occasion to
gorgeous cars they were riding in, gazed and peculiar methods of Rev. Mr. Ham- speak of the *‘ Facts” which are realities,
out of the windows and were enthusiastic mond appear to have called out the combat- and which are’ not to
overlooked by
over the delightful scenery that greeted ants, and he and his work are very freely those who claim especially to employ the
them, chatted freely of the luxury of travel- brought into the débate.
The Examiner rational method in religion. It insists that
ing as compared with the methods of 40 & Chronicle ** pitches into ” Mr. Hammond, the class of facts that belong to the spiritual
years ago, talked of business or pleasure, and the whole method of religious Jabor realm demand notice not less than ‘those beand ended with a round of mutual congrat- which he represents,” most severely. It longing to the material; and adds:
‘ulations that they were born in so auspicious calls him egotistic, dictatorial, extravagant,
If this broad principle were only acknowlindiscreet, and, perhaps unwittingly, a pro- edged and kept in mind, we should be dean age,—meaning, indirectly, that Commodore Vanderbilt had increased the pleasure moter of unwholsome ¢ypes of piety, a fo- livered from an immense amount of shallow
. A man will
menter of discord, and a hindrance tc the and superficial Tn
of living several fold. °
There came a terribly unfortunate break solid ang abiding work of the ministry. talk most learnedly about the perpetual uniformity of nature—the fixedness of all maone night, just as earthquakes ocenr when » And it insists that the whole theory of re- terial
laws, but when.asked to tell how
there is toe much strain brought upon “a ligious work underlying these efforts of re- Isaiah, 700 years beforé Christ, wrote®the
11th or the 53d chapters of his prophecy,
weak point, and for the three following vivalists is at once false and mischievous.
weeks the Hudsen River road had not an: It says that these peripatetics work on a has no way of explaining, and rests simp
a flat, conceited denial of what is just as
inferior in the United States. The public small capital, that they magnify questiona- inmuch
a matter of fact, as 18 the existence of
suddenly learned that it had been badly ‘ble methods and throw suspicion upon wise the pyramidse of Egypt. That David san
managed for years? that its officers were ones, that they become censorioustoward the 72d Psalm, unfolding the glory of the&
incompeteut as well as improvident, and the regular pastors, and that they seek Messiah's reign, that Isaiah and other
that its employed ** hands” were the merest their fields of labor ‘where there are strong Juophels foretold the utter destruction of
ylon and Tyre, while yet these cities
ruffains. Secarcély a newspaper but de- churches and where the means of grace are were in the full tide of strength and domin-

thus shows that good sense has not

wholly deserted her.

SUSTAINED,

|

our national character and
¢
:

further to be made by attempting to sit down
upon it. There is no further gomparison of
its *“ dangerous curves” with the straight’

~ Divine displeasure, they seem to think it: shown themsélves far from omnipotent.
is all they have a right to expect, and in Any number of private and baseless claimsfact it is about all they ittempt to do. Such have been kept waiting till hope changed
persons can find but little enjoyment in the to despair. Schemes of plunder have vainly
worship of God, or in meditating upon him pleaded for aid. Land-grabbing projects,
have come up in platoons, but their supand his great salvation.
If there is one truth in the Bible more porters have mostly been left to tire them- nounced ** such criminal carelessness,” and
clear and unquestionable than another, it is selves out in threats which fell on heedless quite a number pronounced it downright
And if the Bible makes ears, and in offering bribes-to hands that re- murder. There was a spasmodic inquiry
God's love toman.
one duty of man more imperative than an- fused the soiling. For this dull virtue of into the whole condition and management
other, it is the diity of love to God. And if inaction, and this unimposing' quality of of the road ; it was declared unsafe to travAt least, standing fast with closed ranks against the el over, and nearly eyery passenger for. the
‘we love him, we shall please him.
we shall try to please . him. Enoch suc- charging squadrons which self-seekers have next fortnight sat with an anxious look on
ceeded in this, for, ¢* before his translation sent to the Capitol, let this expiring Con- his face, his hands grasping the seat before
he had this testimony, that he pleased God.” gress have its due meed of praise. We will him, and his feet braced for a jump. Then
And a greater than Enoch has- said, ‘; He hope for this service and something more. came a wholesale denunciation of Amerithat sent me is>avith me: the Father hath from its successor.
can roads in general ; there was .the usual
not left me alone; for I.do always: those
reference to straight roads in England;
‘things that please him.” With such exthen a parting thrust at the Hudson River
~
«
Peace
at
Last.
amples before us, may we not aspire to the
road; and now, but for the multitude of
privilege of pleasing God?
And our asThe Armistice between the German and glaring advertisements, pronouncing it the:
pirations may not only rest in hepe; they French forces has ended as was supposed,’ best conditioned road in the country, one
may be full of assurance, for, with the help in the séttlement of terms of peace. Though would hardly know that there was such a
we may receive, itis no difficult task to some details still wait arrangement, and line in existeace.
:
please him.
Ley
Evidently the time-table was not properly
certain formalities must yet be gone through,
But is it-asked, How shall I please God ?
before the question is finally disposed of,’ observed by the trains which met each other
Go to the Bible and learn how. That is his
all
yet there is no reasonable doubt of the re- on the bridge at New Hamburg, but not
will revealed to man, and in it. he tells us
is
road
the
upon
heaped
is
that
sult, France yields to the inevitable,—not the censure
what he loves and what he hates. Loving very
promptegl
by-#m
interest
in
the
public
good.
gracefully to be sure, but she yields,
our neighbor as

" him with all the heart and

CHENEY

shows “itself in
life:
;

Mr. Cheney's church’in Chicago have, by a
unanimous vote, determined to sustain him

weeks from now. as well as immediately following a disaster?
wiry
In the case of the Hudson River road,
since it has got in usual running order
again, there is no further mention of gross
carelessness in managing it. It shows an
ability to walk off, and that without limping, clearly implying that there is nothing

the French people, and that something more

a record that will read

case that |

Mg.

istende to be as notoriousas that of a house
in flames at our side,—why should they not
be published this week as well as last, six

by this struggle is not likely to be lost upon

the Divine “very fairly beside hat of other Congresses,
They associate

goodness with his absolute holiness and
stern justice, so that they do not understand

less thay that, for it is rarely'the

little

more than one issue calls attention to the
wrong, If the facts are just as they are
stated,~and one would suppose their ex-

er, ‘the whole prospect may. be changed.

strife, to draw together sundered states and

. grisa CONCORDANCE OF THE NEW TESTA-

mismanagement, , It amountsto but

most certain ; now the republicans seem
likely to rebuild the shattered fabric of
government. A week hence, or even soon-

a conciliating

N. Y. Observer thus puts in a protest i
against the lust of territory which daily |

]
track-or blow
us up, then certainly the com-

tributary to her pride and
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place.
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oe by a council
After
1871.
January,
of their doctrines and
openedby the yeading

two and a half miles

Bela Cogs

by Rev.

>

way

natural

Lu
J. Lusk,of

years ago, we have had the pleasure of seeing most of our students converted. Few
remain who have not been brought in.

the name of the Jow heli, and is known as the
" i
Tuscarora Baptist Church.

Also Bro. A. F. Davis, who recently joined us from thejSeparate Baptists, with three

of his churches, has just closed a series of

nearly 40 persons were converted.. He has

gapacity

corporate

our

That in

churches.

Erie R R."

ho

time the church become

and lands shall be the

"extinct, the house

property

preach, who know how to preach well, and

of the F..

with

Baptist Education Society of Iowa.
0. E. BAKER.

the Cherry Valléy church.
In ¢onference voted unanimously

following Preamble and Resolution, with the
they be forwardto the Star for pubFoquost

ME.

The

2d

Buxton

church, Rev. A.'G. Hill pastor, is enjoying
a marked revival season. Wanderers are

the F.-B. denomination, and whereas the Star is
denominational organ, and still is, as it
now our

and

been a faithful laborer in the vineyard,

now he is gathering abundant fruit.
= W TOWNE,

ApamsviLie, PA.

has alyays been, a faithful and able exponent of
the Bible doctrine of soul liberty, equal rights

Bro. Hill has

inquiring the way to Jesus.

[s

There has been some

“revival interest in Adamsville and Salem
during the winter.
Eight have united with
the church in Adamsville, seven of whom
are heads of families. Five have professed
faith in Christ in Salem, for all of which we

thank God and take courage.

ght by those
and a large Christian charity, as
| faithfiil men of God who found « the denomina;
tion, therefore,
Resolved, That this Q. M. would especially
that
atronize
to
p
| urge apah all its membershi
Morning Star.
faithfu old Luminary; the
P. 8. DOOLITTLE, Clerk.
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i. Next

severe

“much esteemed Pastor, Rev. A. Lovejoy, and the
sacrificing of the few brethren, and the - kindness
debt is paid,

and

of Lewis-

in

IF

a

beautifi] two storied parsonage has béen erected
.and finished, Also for comfort and convenience
somo fixtures are added to the audience room of

a

:

MISCELLANY.

General,

;

Catholic

:

piiest of

New

York, whose suspension we published last week,

has made satisfactory statements. to his Bishop
-and has been reinstated in his position.

His

of-

femse was that he did not believe in the * temporal power” and said so,

the church, and by the discreet influence of our

The wife of 0. D. Taylor was recently stricken

excellent sister Lovejoy in the Ladies’ Benevolent Society, inside. blinds have been furnished
rateful for these; we rejoice
for the house.

with paralysis of the brain and died in about :an

while in prayer-meeting at Jackson,

Michigan,

‘hour, thus fullfiling her wish of the evening
more that a tow sbuls have been hrought to Christ | before, that she might die in a Jravermestiog:
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to classes that have
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this newly revised and useful book.—
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best Americar productions from 37 1-2 to 75 ots. per yd.
These invoices of carpets are all under-the Market value, and worthy the attontion of purchasers.
NEW ENGLAND
CARPET CO.,
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"
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Whatever profits may accrue from the sale of thgse
publications at. our office, in Dover, (but no others)
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L. R. BURLINGAME, Dover, N. H.
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the spirit and order of the gospel. May the

good work go on.
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death-blow.
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Let them sound a victor strophe from the mountains
to the sea!
Sweep away the old defenses! let the tide of life
run free

As the thought of God commissioned,

that out-

leaps captivity,

Let Italy be one!
CHORUS:

Glory, hallelujah!

There's a mother, sad and lonely, ‘who for ages
gave no sound,
Save in mourning for her children, from her
. bosom sold and bound ;
» They have gathered now about her; with their
beauty she is crowned,

» And Italy isone!
Not of war. this boon wa$ given, not achieved in
wrath
and blood,

Not the soldier's gauntlet flings-it; nor the battle’s fiery flood;
.
In the garden of Christ's passion did it, slowly
bloom and bud,
The love that makes men one.

Sound the trump of resurrection ! let [the noble
_ ‘dead arise!

.

.

the bird left.

Iwas once staying at a farm

Do you know

a prick from

where the poultry-yard * was’ daily robbed "the bone of a snake is as painful in its f+
of the newly-laid eggs. My friend, the fects, and sometimes as fatal, as the bite
** Have they the boa constrictor ‘at the
farmer's wife, did not like tobe cheated in
this was, so she was determined to watch Cape P
for the thief; and, to her surprise, she found | +* Not-in the Cape Colony; ; but 1 have
it was. small snake, which glided off . with heard of its being found in Natal.
There
isa large black snake found on the sandy
an egg in its mouth in her presence, hid
flats near Cape Town ;but I am not #ware
Frank wanted to know if these small
that it kills its victims, .by strangliv them.
snakes were poisonous,
:
¢ Some of them are. There is one kind, Betides a great variety of serpents,, we have
called ¢schaap-steeker,’ or * snake-pricker,’ lizards. Some are perféctly harmless, but
which is quite small and thin, yet its bite is others give dangerous bites. One night,as

dangerous, often fatal.

But the most dead-

ly serpents are the puff-adder, which

has a

wide head,

when

which

becomes

inflated

IBed
ed,

in sight and ran under the pillow, from
which it was soon dislodged and had to suf-

the creature is angry { and the yellow cobra,

fer capital punishment for its penalty.

from whose bite few have ever recovered till
it was found out that Ipecaguanha powder
was such a valuable antidote, asin the“Case
of the stings and bites of inseets. A native

But a missionary tried

something cold and slimy creeping over her

hands. ' She lay perfectly still, and called to
her little girl to light a candle; gnd there

bed

between

she found a poisonous lizard, several inches

long, nestling between'the

recoyer.

the ‘effects

wonder-working powder, which

of the

“was

An-

other time Mary awoke in the night feeling

was once bitten by a cobra, and Was so near
death; with his jaws tightly k
‘that it
was thought impossible for himto

down the bed-clothes before going

a lizard, about six inches long, came

dentially no harm was none.

rub-

sheets.

Provi-

Indeed, I am

surprised that, with all these noxious

the clenched; teeth, whilst ‘ures around, we seldom hear of people

creat-

besome was made into paste and applied to ing attacked by them. Itseems as if the
:
present to their eyes!
angels turned them aside and prevented
Let one joy illume the heavens and the earthly the wound. - Gradually his jaws relaxed,
and afler further applications he recov ered their doing harm. Why, I have heard of
paradise,
a
Since Italy is one!
:
entirely.”
missionary lady h ving a most deadly centiP-pede in her
the * whole day. without
+ “Did you ever see a cobra ?”
Mother, mourning long thy dear ones, let the
Cet the natives told hér its
“Yes, once, under peculiarly advantage- knowing it.
Present’s rapturous strain
Liftits prayer for all who suffer, pour its balm ous circumstances.
have caused certain death.”
‘I was giving a music bite would
_ on every pain,
‘‘ Have you many kinds of centipedes at
lesson, when, looking toward the window,
Till the motherhood immortal hold God’s chil- I saw a magnificent
snake, which I believe the Cape ?”
dren in its reign,
“ I have seen three kinds, and they are
And all mankind are one!
- / ’ was a cobra, sunning itself on the veranda,
not all dangerous. . There is one that looks
and
turning
its
head
wistfully
from
side
to
- —=Julic Ward Howe.
side, listening .to the music. My pupil, like a black worm, with a great number of
catching
a glimpse of it, was frightened, red feet close together under its body, But
Sadness and Gladness.
and
rushed
away from the piano, when the it is slow in its movements; and I have
»
[3
snake
immediately
went out of sight be- seen scores of this kind rolled up like rings
There was a glory in my house
under the bushes. But I never heard of
tween the loose stones that were overgrown
And itis fled;
their attacking any one,
There was a baby in my heart,
by creepers. As it was just dinner-time,and
« And it is dead.
“I ought to have told you, when speaking
I knew that that part of the house would be
quiet for half an hour, I suggested that a of lizards, that. we have the chameleon,
And when I sit and think of him
E oer of milk should be put on the stoop to with its knobby back and slow movements.
:
I am so sad,
That half it seems that nevermore
t the snake. After dinner I went cau- It is often kept indoors on the windows to
Can I be glad.
Holy to the parlor window, and, looking get rid of flies. It puts outits long tongue,
out, I saw the beautiful but veromous crea- catches a fly so adroitiy swallowing it all in
If you had known this baby mine,
He was so sweet,
:
It is called ‘ Kleur mannaic”,
ture licking up the last drop of milk, and a moment.
- Youwould have gone a journey Just.
evidently enjoying its beverage. But the’ or ““ Color Manikin,” for it changes color
To kiss his feet.
gardener was called
to puut end to this according to the object on which it is placescaped for the ed. ”
" He could not walk a single step,
t
dangerous neighbor; which
Nor speak a word.
:
** I must go to the Cape some day; and
time, but was found with its mate a day or
But then he was as blithe and gay
two afterward under the stones, and both you will see me come back with a cargo of
3
As anybird
‘were killed.”
snakes and all kinds of things, ready to cover the shelves of a dozen museums in the
‘‘ Do snakes ever enter houses ?”
“That ever sat on orchard bough
.
And trilled its song,
’
“ Often, _ A lady very nearly fell over a States.”
Until the listener fancied it
“ More easily said than done, my brave
large black one that was lying at her bedAs sweet and strong
room door. This creature was killed, hut cousin. However, I am sure you will not
Let the hour long wept and wished for make-God

a few days after one equally

Asif from
of angels he
Had helrd
it flow;

large was “repent | of paying a visit to distant

as

South

Aftlica; and, if you'can't find snakes and
2 Toy] thee must be a large nest of snakes ne ar, liz
enough to stock a vessel, perhaps
Angelico!
and a ruined out-house was examined, and | you may take a trip to the Orange River,
You can not think how many things
there 200 living serpents~ of snake-eggs and bring back wealth in small compass,
He learnedto know
were found amongst the rubbish,” Of course,
in the ghape of diamonds, that are just now
Before the swift, swift angel came
attractin
demolished.
was
colony
reptile
this
g so many adventurers that way.
And bade him go ;—
“I have known of two ladies having their Success to you, Frank. Good-bye I"
That he was never meant for earth,
feet entangled in the coils of a serpent in
“ The same to you, and many thanks" for
‘He was 80 wise,
their own ‘houses.
One was a cobra, which
your snake stories."—Independent.That he was never meant for earth,
crept from under a melodeon on which the
-_
Bat for the skies.
hymn tunes had been played on ‘Sunday
Flirt Featherstone.
ButI would not believe a word
morning for family worship. The children
Of what they said;
had dispersed ; but the mother was’ quietly
Dora Featherstone was a very pretty gifl.
Nor will I, even now, although
reading in her arm-chair, when she felt It isn’t a bit of use to deny the fact, so we
_ My boy is dead;
something clinging to her leg. She lifted will give the little maiden all the benefit of
For God would be most wickd, if
her dress gently, and there was.a cobra the admission to start with. "And, moreWhen all the earth
.
coiling itself around her. Sle did not dare over, Dora knew perfectly well that she
Is in the travail of a new.
to move, or even speak to her husband, who was pretty.
And heavenly birth,
was sittingin
same -room ; but, with
There wasn’t any harm in this fact, eiAs often as a little Christ is found
great presence of mind, she waited till the ther. Whenever she stood before the lookWith human breath,
cobra loosed its hold, when she gave a ing-glass in her pleasant little chamber, she
He, like another Herod, shoeld resolve
desperate
spring, which threw the snake off, would indeed have been dull enough, if she
Upon its death.
seen in the same

" .- Such angels as thy hand could paint,

J
RRA IE

:
:

4nd

My. day to night,
I can not doubt thatHe will turn,

RN

.
In other ways,
* My winter darkness to the light
Of summer days.
I know that God gives nothing to
Us for a day;
.
That what.He gives He can not bear

_

To take away.

And L when He comes and seems, to0 make
Our glory less,

| It is that by and by wemay
e more confess

That He has made it brighter than
Mt was before—
:

“A glo

shining
on and on

or evermore.
And when I sit and think of this,
"1 am so glad,
, That half it seems that nevermore

©

Can I be sad,

;

:

Liberal Christian.

Te

bad failed to see how

her,

was.

beautiful her face

- Among the many failings

in this great

world, false modesty is. certainly one.
Through the fear of seeming self-conceited
many people fall into the opposite fault,
which becomes

grave,

when we

consider

i
how it savors of hypocrisy.
“ Did you ever try to conquer a snake by So nobody, I think, should blame Dora
fixing your eye on.it ?”.
for the knowledge of her attractive face.
Tues No, I never had the opportunity ; but Just here, however, lay the trouble. "The
once, when my father was walking through little girl thought more about her beauty
a vineyard, he heard a rustling sound as -he than she did about almost anything else,
approached a gap in the quince hedge, and prized it more than matters which
through which he had to pass. Immediate- were of much greater value.
ly a‘large cobra lifted itself erect before him,
The moment you looked at Miss Dora,
glaring at him with rage; but. my father you thought, ‘“What a vain, silly little girl!
was so startled that he did not move, but She is pretty enough, but she spoils all her
kept his eye fixed on the reptile, which beauty by thinking so much about herself,”
gradually lowered itself and slipped’ away
At last, people became very weary of
"| without doing the least harm.
Dora’s tossings and airs, -And when they
- * There isone kind of venomous serpent saw her swing her. yellow curls, and ad‘fodad on. trees, and caMed thel ‘Boom mire her white hands; they said, “‘She is a
Slang.’ It is feared as much as the. cobra, silly little flirt of a thing” so she came to
and often kills birds ‘that settle on the be called ““Eitt Featherstone” all ‘through
branches.
[ have heard the piteons cry of the town,
a bird when it catches a sight of its enemy.
“There goes Plirs! Ho
fine she feels,
-doncealed under the leaves.
with her new hat! She
ils all her pretti{
+ ¢ I believe snikes generally’ are: fond ‘of ness by her affectation I”
milk, | A Dutch lady. placed a bowl of milk # Such were the common remarks about
on a table at her bedside every night for her the little girl, whose greatest fault Waa her
it; ”

<

To turn my joy to sorrow,

purSued

‘come to his assistagce with a weapon to kill

Of His own love, and that if He

Can think it right

supposed

with its forked tongue shaking “at her.
. | When she gave that “jump, she called out,
“ Lookat that snake?
and her husband
quickly pulled off his coat, and ‘kept the
creature at Wy with it til some one could

Though mine must spread his little Wings
And fly away,

®

It--was

but it was so enraged that* it

But should you ask me how it is
That yours can stay,
:

I could but say that God, who made
This heart of mine,
Must have intended that its love
Should be the sign

place.

Sunil Cirle.
South African Reptiles. ws)

Dora had fived in Cape Colony. ‘Frank
greatly enjoyed
the wonderful stories his
cousin: hadto tell. She, told him
of so
many encounters with lizards and sndkes
that he came to the conclusion he could get
in six months, if he could on-

vanity.

mfant. But she often found the bowl empty
when she wanted to feed her child, and no

. It was a cold, raw November morning,
one could account for the disappearance of The day previous an easterly storm had
the milk. ‘One night she kept a light burn- driven furiously, and now the ground was
ing and watched for the intruder. Afterly- heavy with rain, and the roads were muddy
ing very stilfa long . time, she saw a sriake enough. Dora stood by the kitchen fire;
creep from ander her bed, doubtless from a Jbuttoning her water-proof just ready to
hole in the clay, floor, and it went with the “start for school.
‘Why, Dora,” said her mother as she
greatest complacency to the basin of milk to
enjoy its nightly feast, when the sole of a passed through the room, “where are your

boot finished its existence.”

:

rubber: boots? The walking is dreadful,
live in constant terror and the sky looks as if the rain might |come

a People must
‘there, if your very bed-room
from stich intrgders.”

is

not safe

down any minute.”
“Why, mamma,

my

shoes

8, 1971.

——r——

quick to suggest yet further ev i honglits,
By encouraging her discontent, she was all
ready in a few moments to disohey Ler
mother.
X)
‘|
"#Your mamma will never know it,"
whispered the, enemy within her. ‘‘I never
would cover
up those lovely kid boots with
such great ugly things, I'm sure. Your
dresses are so Short that your feet show like
everything. I don't believe it's so very
muddy.
Your mamma don’t care how
dowdy you look. It's too bad for her to

The

pages in quest of added facts and testimony,
.| Nearly everything of importance that explora.

Baby.

tion and study have brought

concerning the.
* But as for the baby, whatever rudimenta- ‘geography and history of the out
sacred localitiés, is
ry arg he may develop, he does not show. here presented in a clear, pleasant and impres.

conscientious bgbics are asleep. He then
displays a capacity for yelling, which otherwise could haydly be expected from so mi-

to listen and consent

to all these wicked

suggestions of Satan, which shows how fast

he leads us into his service, if he can but induce ys to simply stop and listen to Ris
propositions,
But to return to little
three minutes, as I said,

Miss Flirt.
she

had

In

tied

on

her hat, fastened the last button of her wa-

ter-proqf, and started her nice kid boots over
the muddy road.
“Oh, dear me!”

she

said,

when,

after

desperate: picking of her way over sundry
very soft spots, a great'mud puddle appeared extending. straight across the path.

“What shall I do?

Ishall spoil my boots,

I know I shall, for I can’t get around

it!”

“Run home and. get your rubber: bdots,”
said Conscience.

“No, you will be late to school;-and: besides your mother will reprove you for not
obeying her before. ‘Go’ aliens, and risk
it,” said the evil spirit.
Did you ever know Satan to help anybody
out-of a tight place when once he had gotten
him into it? Ineverdid—notonce.
Thisis
one of his ways—to leave his poor deluded
servant to take care of himself when he is
sure that he can’t help himself a single bit.
Well, the voice of Pride

and on she went.

kid boots!

urged

Dora on;

Splash, splash,

went the

Deep, deep, deep grew the wat-

er, and it rose over their pretty scalloped
tops.
Soaking wet were her feet when she
reached the dry land once more, and like
anything but a flirt looked the little beauty,
‘as she plodded on over the muddy road. In

ber desire to look fine, she had only succeéded in Jooking very, very forlorn.
draggled feet left dirty splashes

Her poor
all along

the sidewalk, when at last she reached

one,

and made an ugly soaking noise with every
step she took. ‘When she reached school,

she hurried to her seat that her dirty boots
need not be seen. Vanity
her. ‘Don’t ask to go to
your feet, and don’t go
said. “The girls will see
do.”

still kept close by
the furnace to dry
out’ at recess,” it
your feet if you

Of-course Flirt‘minded the

voice, for

Vanity was her mistress, yod know, and
she ruled the little girl ** with a rod of iron.”
So Flirt sat quite still in her seat, only stir-

other mundane chance given him,

wondering

pain were the weeks that followed.

The

sharp pain shot through her joints until she
would séream with agony, when her mother
attempted to move her with all a mother’s
tenderness. And all this agony, little reader, came to poor little Dora just because of
one of her acts of disobedience, and that because of her foolish vanity.
Just see, too, children, how this hard mistress, Vanity, deserted her little servant.

After the weary weeks of violent pain were
past, Dora’s joints began to grow out of
shape.

Her delicate, white fingers

became

large and deformed, and the joints of her feet
spread painfully, so that. she could never
again wear the dainty, shapely boots, where-

in her heart delighted. Poor little girl! it
would have made your heart ache to see her.
She was thin and wan from suffering, and
even after she called herself well, a hard,
easterly wind, or, damp morning would
send the quivering pains through her body
and bring back freshly the ney of her
fearful sickness, =
During the long, wiions _ of convaleseence, Flirt and her mother had some very
sober talks, and I rejoice to ‘say that this
dread experience of suffering taught the little girl some most blessed lessons.
She learned to look to Christ avhen she
found that no human love, however tender,
could help her bear her suffering,” Jesus
never turns away from any poor. sol who

looks to him for" help, and he looked upon

poor Flirt in her

pain

and ‘blessed her,

When she had learned how blessed’ his serv-

and are fairly embgrked

and shoals

and

quicksand

enough

how it got there, he stooped to take it. away,

when the poker turned out to be a

snake

that had crept into. the house .“for warmth,
for it was a ri

said to Dr. Johnson, * Sir, what could | you
doif you were shut up alone “in a tower wide field for his marshaled army of facts, He
with a baby P” I forget what the response is too intelligent to be sneered at, too strong to
was. ‘* Sir, you are a fool,” I should sup- be readily put down ‘by counter _fissertion, tpo
pose, or something equally laconic and skillful to let his opponents off unwounded
straightforward. The suggestion is an aw- and unconvicted, and too earnest to fail of
making an impression. His volume is a genuine ful one, probably an impossible one; but | contributi
on
to the later temperance literature,
still the dread idea recurs,—** What

would

day.

Of course

it was

Dora's lips gathered into a shape that was

very much like a pout.

“I don't want to wear the horrid things,”

she said to her self.

The Empty

Cradle.

of the fairest face. A sensual disposition
deforms the handsomest’ features, A cold,
selfish heart shrivels and distorts the best

Only
a little empty
6 cradle the tiny ruf-

fled pillow bearing yet the impress

of the

as big

A
cherished: hatred transforms the most beauti-

of

narcotics
and

the chief ones

including

stimulants,

in a fresh and

hashéesh,

tobacco,

opi-

um and alcohol. The waste of money, of character, of hope, and of ‘redeeming influences, as a
resultof the indulgence in narcotics, is set forth
in

statements

that are too well

fortified to

be

baby bead ; ‘the downy bed yet marked by Tverthrown,
ahd often in wordsat oucefervor and power, The book is needed andfullwillof

the round limbs

that

so lately

pressed

it.

Only an empty cradle; but mother-love
hath hallowed it, and my dead baby’s Bed

is holy. Oh, I can see it yet—the hushed,
still house, the faltering steps, the tearful
faces, the great, dark parlor, and the tiny

casket gleaming

out white and ghastly!

Only as . yesterday. they lie before me,
snow-white lilies strewn about my dead
-Lilie,cold as her sister flowers. Oh, ! golden
curls, will you nestle upon my motherheart no more? Sweet violet eyes, will
you never again look into miine, with

shy, questioning glances *—beautiful eyes
that have not yet lost the look of the angels
Rosebud lips; will you never again press
mine? Will you always be so cold and

still as now ? O my God, my baby is dead,
my Lilie is faded, ‘my beautiful bird has

Biterary: Review.

Dot be fruitless,

rz

stonres AND PICTURES FROM CHURCH
For

Young

People.

Histo.

Illustrated.

Same

Publishers. 16mo. pp. 322.
’
=
A good idéa has found a véry creditable embodiment’ in this volume. To interest young
readers in Church

History is very desirable, and

it isby no means very easy, when the serious
narrative has such exciting rivals, The compiler of this volume has selected such incidents.
in the life of the Christian church as have special force and meaning, and put them into plain
and pleasant words.
He follows the course of

the centuries, takes his matérials from the CNris--

tian records of many lands, presents us wit!

great variety of character and scenes, and, in
the aggregate, affords a very good idea of the

struggles and triumphs of that faith which is
steadily and surely winning its way to supremacy
in the earth.

.
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By Henry

to the world.

to each other and
Pedder.

relations

AN, considered in their

"* The solid qualities and the conservativg spirit

enter freely into this little work on the conver
sion of St.

Paul.. The

trustworthiness

of the

narrative in the New Testament is assumed, and
then the preacher, in a fresh, manly, vigorous
way, with little of ‘the techuical language of the-

ologians, goes on to show how this Tact bears upon the question of rational faith in the gospel,
upon the question of human freedom and re-

sponsibility for Christian character,

and upon

the, question of the uses of the chureh.

Itis

an

able and valuable discusson of topics that are full
of meaning and importance.
». The discussion of the relations of man and
woman is somgyvhat general rather than specific,
and there is the most Serupulons Avoidance of

ETN

HISTORY OF THE GREAT EET
mo IN
EvROPE, in the times of Luther “and Calvin, com

prising Germany, Switzerland, Geneva, Ei

gland, France, etc.,. through the’ labors of Lu‘ther, Calyin,
elancthon, Erasmus, Zwingle;
- FareL, Jickiifte, 7
dale, Cranmer Latimer,

Bhrouin
livetan,
Roussel, Fryth, Berthelier,
in Diet Bucer, My conius, and many
other reformers, By J.
Merle &’ Aubi
D. D., President of
the Theological Behoo of
Geneva and Vice-President of the Soeiité

ble, the theories are

progressive ‘without

being

radical, the style is culfivated and glowing, and
the whole moral tone
high and wholesome,

of the work is emine ntly
The Wechanjeal exgelle n-

ces are above the av erage. .

PETERS'S. MUSICALMONTHLY
that is always welcomed

is something

with confidence, and it

Eva ngelique.
Complete in one volume, with
manyy illustrations and maps.
Edited by M.

never brings an unhappy disappointment. The
issue for March comes with its full quota of

Horace King, Thompsonville, Conn,
per-Roysl Octavo. pp. 101

choice compositions, and the pianist and vocalist
dlike will find satisfaction iw the mastery and use
of what appears between these covers.
Itisa

|* Laird Simons. - Sold

by -subscription

only,

1870,

Su-

This is. a long and full nl but it
ns the
way to a large and magnificent book.
e glo- work at once excellent and cheap. New York:
ry is not chiefly in the promise given; the wealth J. L. Peters,
is not massedat the front windows; the fichness
Ditson &C 0. New York and Boston, conie
of the work does not lie in the _Véneering and
‘varnish. D’Aubign’s History has long beena to.give us choice’ music, both for the voice and
standard work in geveral languages, and the edi. instrument. Among the latest of their "issues,
we ‘have the following pieces, ‘every one of
tions have multiplied with the years. It has
almost the absorbing interest of a romance while - which deweives commendation :
THOUGH ABSENT NOT FORSAKEN, By J. H.
maintaining a severe fiddlity to facts, It often
ir
‘
puts fire into sluggish blood while keeping the Spiers.
TWENTY YEARS. By Bret Harte.
devoutness of the Christian heart. It "pictures
. WoopLAND Ecniors, By M. W. Hackeltou.
one: of the greatest of moral revolutions with
a vividress

that

wins

all eyes, and

But there is ‘no neéd

of stopping to de: soribe a

work so well known and sogenerally and strongly commended as this, . It is almost esscitial to
every Christian student's :library, and it has sumeral consent, #lmost every other
perseded,
work devoted to the same topic; We only +o
to call attention to this mew and Lcheap “editio
the work, in a single volume, which’ is now of-

fered to the publie,

Though

too

to be very ehsily handled,
yét its

!

SERENADE FOR PIANO. * By C. A. Eisoidt.

exalts faith

and duty till they seem at times to wear the
beauty. of heaven and walk in the majesty of
God.

sive

book

DAY DAWN Gator. - By Mrs, Rose.

Pamphlets, Magazines, dei
HARPER'S NEW MONTHLY MAGAZINE. March,
1871. Contents: The American Baron; Pictures
of Ireland; Cottage and Hall; Along the Florida Reef; Siesta; An Examination of the (Claims
of Columbus; Wed in the Morning—Dead at
Night; A Day in Castle /Girden; Frederick the
Great; An Affair on a Tombstone The Magic
Mirror; Wallenstein and

Anteros;

¥, and | - Anne
on

the

library shelf, will make a strong appeal in its be-

features which we hope may yet be supplied,

©

HAND-BO

Gustavus

Adolphus;

Lieutenant-General Winfleld Scott;
ruesss
Sixeand-Thirty; Our Harbor

Defenses; From my Childhood’s Day; Editor's

Easy Chair; Editor's Literary
Scientific Record;

Repord; Editor's

Editor's Historical

Record;

Editor's Drawer. New York: Harper & Brothers.

LITTELLS Livia AGE.

tents:

I

Balzac's

Novels;

yest: or, During; mv
Zuma Toguys H
ers,

Part

ior

and, a
The New
3 The lessons ork a

Tact

Conqueror; The

Feb, 25, 1871,
“Time

and

Con-

Har-

Apprenticeship. Part IX;
iller; The DressmakImagination; War

ror of
ul and Body: The
Ti

Fd Fe of Jopiers The

Venation of Hawthorns: ed and. indispensable as over to those who would have the world
of ao
naton Lite Juotographed in excellent
.
mo.
.
han,
taste,
SHEE
;
Lothrop & Qo,
Pp
y
"@oop HraLTH. March, 1871. Boston: Alex:
Though the information here brought together. ander
Moore.

ra a
ery

ori

Hund:td Bou

ravings, and Forty

A mean, groveling spirit takes all may be nearly all found in almost any. full . Bible

looks.

influence

striking way,

half. Its mechanical qualities are fairly good,
and its tout ensemble reasonably attractive.
1t
really neéds a table of contents and an index,

“They are a milo too’ the character out of the counténance.
\

“killed, though I believe it was not a veno- ‘large for me, and make my feet loc

ture and

and ‘deals with

ince she came. to have
happy in the

both on account of ifs matter and its timeliness,
He gives us a clear statement respecting the na-

a man do if he were shut up dlone with a baby P"—London Society.

OUR YOUNG FOLKS. March, 1871.
Dictionary, yet it is not at all inappropriate, but | James R, Osgood
& Co.
|

Boston:

very fitting, that the gebgtn
ARTHUR'S HOME
MAGAZINE:
March, 1811,
and historical
information touching the objects and localities Phila. : T. 8. Arthur'& Sons,
Tak Otiz.oreN's Hour. March, 1871. Phila. 4
| mentioned in'the Scriptures, shouldbe assigned
gs I'm sure, and I think mamma i8 too
{suskes, even if they are not to us: We |
|
TB. Arthur
& Sons,
:
a
place
in
a
work
especially
devoted
to
this
field.
;
sometimes find their cast-off skins in the bad to make me wear them !”
Keep your ‘spirit ‘untainted, - and your .This volume is very convenient
THR NURSERY. Mare, 1871. Boston: John
in ‘size, and the | L. Shorey.
Having said so much, you may be sure, thoughts uncontaminated, 80 shal your life Work
| fields, and occasionally meet with the skeleof the compiler is so well done that one
THe LITTLE:
CORPORAL. Stu, 1871, Ohi-A
: ton ofa young one; 3 but hot often, for the little folks, that the bad spirit in her heart wag be. virtuouy,
\
:
:
‘| will yory rarely find occasion to go beyond its cago: John
os
E, Miller.
LAA

was | mous kind ; but we are ‘always énemies to ag all out doors. They are awful looking 2 lisieaments into. an image of ngliness.

frog

And

yet there is something maddening about a
baby. Boswell is reported.to have once.

other master, and

even

ARTS OF TeroRiChon The Alin and; the’
Results. Rev. J.T. Crane, D.’ D., author of
«Poopula Aosemania
ce. oe Publish
1871. 16mo0,. pp. 264.
| ers,
Dr. Grane understands hi¥ subject, and he
makes no mistake in his treatment. of it. He
gives us science enough to prove that his statements have a solid basis, and he draws upon a

before

they can come into any sort of haven.

the small space which it will o

suffering, she was

J

Ha

-

hin

B)

'

upon this real sea

desire ever to have any

her

|

agerate both in the substance. .and form of his

of human life, where they. will have rocks

ico.is, she did not

Christ for her friend; by coming to him in

:

thought; but
he is never dull, ‘often , thoroughly
look awfully old and wrinkled when they effective in his word-painting, always seeking the
are born; sometimes they look ninety, but religious profit of his read
and er,
at<times rises
I have seen them look as young as eigh- to something akin:to real eloquence. He has
given us a valuable book, and the intimation that
teen-and-forty.
may continue to supply works of this class
In a few days they throw off the old ex- he
will be very acceptable to She utter class of
istence, if they have had an old existence, readers.

flown from me; and I am alone! White
lids closed over violet eyes, golden curls
shimmering a coffin pillow, baby lips that
ring when she went out to recitations, and
never learned to lisp “mamma” stilled for
then curling up her feet under her dress as
ever, and pale as faded rosebuds. Dimpled
well as she could. By the ‘time twelve
waxen hands, white as the lilies folded
0 clock came, she was in a shiver. _ Her
within them, clasped over a breast that nevteeth fairly chattered, and her head ached
er knewguile. Stilled forever more is the patwretchedly. A poor, miserable walk home
tering of the tin fo so lately wandered
she had, wetting her feet still more, though from the paths of angels.
- O, my beautiful
that was hardly possible.
one, my little white lily! Placked with
I need not tell you of Mrs. Featherstone’s the dew of Christ's heaven still upon her,
dismay when her little daughter came into dead while God's angels still whisper in
arms had
the house, in so forlorn a plight. Or of her slumber. Gone ere my young
scarce learned to clasp ry My first little.
further anxiety, when, as the hours passed; bab and 1 amleft
alone, with only my
Dora’s head ached no less.
!
Hi
God help me!
cra
The next day the doctor said she had rheumatic fever, brought on by the cold she took
in wetting her feet. - Poor child! how full of

thought of it.
|
She
lost
somewhat
of her grace and beauare pretty

was her mother's reply as she left the room,

and illustra.

THOMAS" OALMERS.

Babies

OK OF BIBLE SBOGRAPHY | containing
ty of body, but she gained a great deal of
care much about it, ‘thick, and I guess I can get along without “beauty
the name, pronunciation and meaning of every
and grace of spirit,” ‘and children,
place,
nad
tribe mentioned ed both the
trl
the
boots:
1
can:
be
“careful
when
I
cross
even when they have had these creatures in
canonical
which isi the better
? pocrypphal Scriptures. With
their houses, One day ‘our servant boy the wet places. »
: Sosenptive. Wolter
His rical - Notes. By- Rev.
My dear, wear your boots without fail,” a vacant mind takes all the mening
[ thought he saw the kitchen poker under
A. M. Illustrated by
out

and,

The numerous maps

tions, many of them executed expressly for
this work, are of the highest value, and greatly
aid in making the volume a real addition to the
available Sppuruing for* the study of the Bible. vs

SW Biogra hical Study.
id James Dodds, author of * The fitty yoary
le of the "Boottish Covenanters.”
"New
nute-an inséct,
At other times he reclines,
York: ¢ Carleton
& Lanahan,
pp. 888,
mortify yoy so. I wouldn't mind such an sucking his thumb in dim yearning after a The word “ study,” asused by12mo.
Mr. Dodds on
unreasonable mama. Harry off quick! pipe, or doubling his fist in lively anticipa- his title-page, is not inappropriate, fe does not
aim at & full biography,
Jump overall the wet spots! and get out tion of life's coming struggles.
nor give us ope, Ile
seizes upon the salient points in the life and
of sight before she gets. into Yhe room
A baby is generally: born looking ex- | character
again
iad
’
A
of the great Scottish
brings
tremely old: One almost’ begiffp to specu- them out with gredt vividness preacher,
and effect, and
|- Now how iong do youw suppose it was,
‘late whether the Platonic théory of reminis- seeks to discover by means of them the great
after Ifé¥ mother’s command was given be- cence may not be true, and whether this al- forces of the man and the main lessons taught by
fore Flirt was out of the yard, and on her leged baby may not be some extremely old his manifestations and work, He has given us
way to school without her rubbers?
:
gentleman who has acted rather badly in an attractive and kindling book, His style is not
Why, I don't think it took three minutes -another sphere of existence, and has an- always exact, and there is a tendency to ex-

| #4 I don’t think they

Edward's bed-room table,

sive. way.

the slightest possible ' glimpse of the development of a moral sensd, His notions of
sleep aresimply inordinate. His times for
awakening are the small hours, “when all

£
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\

\
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«The Egotistical Couple.
The egotistical

a

or ill-to-do;

well-to-do

they may have a small family, alarge family, or no family atall. There is mo out
ward sign by which an egostical couple may:
be known add avoided, = They come upon
ng
© YOU UDAWATeS ; there is no
against them, No man can of himself be

declares:

“The remains were committed

to that bourn from which no traveler re-

turns attended by his friends,”
i
Ignorant people are very apt to us
phrases with double meanings without in-

tending to do so. . Among the advertise
ments
we may sometimes read that a re- |’

‘forewarned or forearmed against them.

The egotistical couple. have undergone
every calamity, ‘and experienced every

pale widows and sturving children weep
not burning tears in its depths,
Speak
out," obituary.
my friends; would you exchange it for the
demon’s drink, alcohol ??

+

The proprietor of a bone-mill advertises

that parties sending#their own bones

round will be attended to with fidelity and

ed 60 years,

Fr

.

.

main long

hat Bone 2 the childred Dad ever hoen bey their pareg
ut the wordsma
mean @
is
one of them ha

per how,

over,

wearing » short

which never spoke afterward, :
Many popular

red dress,

puzzles depend upon the

because

.

it is mot’ really intoxicating, as it

in

rance of the fact, for our

of the house
vigorous o
course touchanswer hap-

penedto be that she had not been very
well,
;
‘ 0, my dear!» said the egotistical lady,

‘ don’t talk of not

been in such a
last I

state

being well.
since

¥

saw

you

The lady of the house ‘hap ening to remark that her Jdord had not Been well either, the. egotistical
eman struck in:
“¢ Never let riggs “¢omplain of not being

Briggs

compliin, my dear

Mrs. Briggs, after what I" have undergone
within these six weeks. He doesn’t know
what it is*to be ill, he hasn’t

the

of it; not the faintest conception.”

least idea

one.

her died,

thankfu.

to Prov:-

real suffering.”

5

‘* My
tleman,
mistake
I trust

love,” returned the -egotistical genin a low and pious voice, ** you
me; I feel grateful—very grateful.”
our friends may
never purchase
. their experience as “dearly as we have
bought ours; I hope they never-may!”
Having put down Mrs. Briggs ypon this
theme, and

settled

the

question

thus, the

egotistical gentleman tnrned to us, and after a few prelifninary remarks, all voiding
towards
and leading up to the point
he ha
in his mind,
acquainted with

fleur.

inguiredif we
the Dowager

On our replying in

to be’
Snor-

the negative, he

presumed we had
met Lord Slang, or
beyond all doubt that we were on intimate
terms with Sir Chipkins Glogwog, Finding
that we were I
y unable to lay claim to
either of these
distinctions, he expressed his
great astonishment, and turning to his wife
with a retrospective smile, inquired who it

was that told that capital story about. the

mashed potatoes.
:
‘“ Who,my dear P returned the egotistical
lady,¢‘ why, Sir Ohi pking, of coursé; how

;

can

?

you 3s

Don't. you remémber his ap-

plying it to’ our cook, and” saying
and I were so like the Prince and

that you
Princess

that he could almost have

we were

sworn

they ?”
24
** To be sure, I romember that,” said the
egotistical gentleman, ‘* but ~ are you quite
certai
t didn't apply to the oe a anec-

dote 5

pum

“

the Emperor of Austria“and the

”

.

Upon my word then, I think it did,” re-

plied his wife.
=~
“To be sure it did,” said the

yentleman, ‘it was Slang's
er iow, perfectly.”

egotistical

story, [ remem-

However, it turned out, a few seconds af-

|

:

but the man who died had no

er. What relation was the begger to
the man who died? We are apt to think

other known

There is no

use for the poisonous drug;

medicine,

‘aud is equally

in
useless and uném-

ployed in the arts,
evertheless,
le
the quantity imported in 1857 amounted to
68 ewt. it amounted in 1868 to 1064 cwt.
It may also be stated that the use of cocculus Indicus to give a fictitious strength to
beer ‘is not hy any means confined to Enland, According
to a statement of Pro-

otherat an inn,#nd greeted each other affectionately. The hotel-keeper inquired of
one how he was relatedto the other, whe
replied: .
‘Brother and sister have I none,
Yet this

maw’s father was my

,Thisis a perfectly

father’s son.”

plain statement,

and

yet there are few whose minds, are
clear
eniough to see at nce. that
this jingle of
words
is only a round about way of saying
that this man was the speaker’s son.

al
Shall Womeh\be Politicians?

The great mass of women- can never be
made to take a deep, a sincere, a discriminating,

a lasting

interest in -the

thousand

a drawing-room

window

on Blackheath,

then and there simultaneously exclaimed to
the astonishment of the" whole party, ¢ It's
the House of Lords I" Nor was - this a solitary instance of their peculiar discernment
+ ' for chancing to be—as by a comparison of

dates and = circumstances they after\ards
found—in

the

Greenacre,

same ' omnibus

when

he

with

Mr.

carried ‘his victim's

head about town in“a blue bag, they both
Temarked a singplar twitching in the mus* cles of his countenance.

Diversifying these topics by thé introduc-

tion of many others of the same kind, and
- entertaining us between whiles with a minute account

of

what

weather

agreed with thent, ‘and at what

and

wn
y

x
hia

diet

time they

politics is secondary,

on them by the men
Harper's Magazine.

factitious, engrafted
nearest to them.—
Yd
dit

Sa oo £0 0 48, AY

@Where is the Liquor ?”
———

On

Wp

a certain occasion, one Paul Denton,
When the,

eople ‘assembled,

labored

{

:

9

atl

wr
aa

mt

and

op

*

WHITESTOWN

mother.

est for the

Shubert,

afterward;

chiefly

in the

brother’s,

be mixed with more than half

its bulk

water, and if then a compara-

with

was a food

inthe

John Marsh,)

She

man, one

heat of the day.

religion some 66 years

| stantial member of the

A London paper remarks that it would
scarcely be thought ki 4 most persons that the
stars supply the earth
with an appreciable
darkest and

clearest night, when the wiole heavens seem
lit up with a multitude of sparkling orbs, the
idea of heat is not-suggested by their splendor, It ‘will, therefore, seem surprising to

no

heat-

supply to those distant twinkling lamps.

especially

our

AUSTIN

inter-

CENTER

the

sister,

aged

experienced

Tuesday,
Bates

religion

It

He

ago and has been

a

|

finger at the matchless double spring,

outer

space,

we m

with

hy

;

Languagés,

WARREN

F088,

with

AGENTS

Secretary.

|

ew

Xai...

;

¢

filled

her seat in the covenant

Langu

Mgrs. MARY J. E. ADKINSON, Teacher of Instru
mental Music.
Calendar for 1870-71.—Fall term begins September 6, and ends

1870, in the 78th year of his age.

experienced religion at the

age

of 13.

at the

organization

Ill,

THE

He

Coon

Creek,

where

He re-

AND

BIB.

open its First Term

at Lyndon

Center,

Vermont,
on TUESDAY,
the Academical year 1870-71.

August 23,

INSTITUTION

CALENDAR. w Fall term
ov, 4.

of the

Liberal
ts will be made with agents for
its sale. Address for circular and terms
JOHN E. POTTER & CO., Publishers,
614 and 617 Sansom street, Philadelphia.
6teow 6.

begins

7

August

1870, for
:

23;

ends

Spring term begios Jan. 31; ends April 14. 1871.
Summer term begins April 26: ends July 6, 1871.
The Fastitution will be under the charge of

he united

MR. GEORGE

p =!

c—————

KRWAMSOO T

W. WORTHEN, Principal.

Miss SARAH E. MASON, Preceptress.
MR. HIRAM M. PRARL, Teacher af Commercial Department, and of Plain and Ornamental Penmanship.
Miss LUELLA I. MEIGS, Teacher of Music,
with such other assistance as may be required.

Machine
‘AMOS

Company.

PAUL,

.

EMPIRE

CORN & FEED MILL

died im Macon, Mich., July 1»

of corn per hour.

a

L."Howard,

‘Olly sought and found the Saviour, we trust, and
we hope has since lived a Christian life; for

Yours, &c.,

THOs.

H. BATE.”

OF

_ Steam Whistles; Loeomotive, Marine, Tubular, Flue and Cylinder Boilers; Barlow's
Patent Bleaching Kiers ; Steam Boxes
For Print Works

nearing the tomb she was resigned and
g to go. When crossing the dark Tiver;.
she spoke with a clear and firm voice and calle
fof the Saviour to take her over. And thus se-

J ID WEST, General Agent,
40 Cortlandt St, New York.

: Lap Welded

Boiler Tubes; Quinn’s
Patent Expansion Fernles
for Repairing Boiler Tubes; Ship Tanks ;

STATIONARY
. AND

Portable Steam Engines,
Shafting, Tursing

Street, N. Y.

m2.

7

1)

WANTED

AGENTS

FOR

Machinery,

(both circular and

Mill

upright) Iren

and Brass Castings, Gasometers.and
Gas Works.
tid

:

$500

REWARD

Fdr a case of Catarrh that Demeritt’s North Ameri
can Catarrh Remedy caanot cure.
Price per pick
age $1.25, (two bottles.)
For sale by all Druggists.

CARRUTHERS

&

DEMERITT,
Send

:

for circular and

in New England.
IN 1817.

;

NOTED

FOR

ITS

HARD AND TOUGH METAL,
And its Jarge varieties of

BOOK AND JOB TYPE,
‘

GREAT FORTUNES.

the

Lathes,

Iron Planers, Machinists’ Tools of
every. description,
Mill Work, all kinds of Saw

ALWAYS

$25 TO $100 PER WEEK.
AGENTS make
REGULARLY, selling our Popular Subscription Books.
More Agents wanted.
Success
guaran
! Circulars
and outfit free. AMERICAN
BOOK CO., 62 William

will

:

THE BOSTON TYPE FODNDRY,

Send for Circular,

27

Wheg

May

N. H.

MANUFACTURERS

Union Grist and Feed (now Empire) Mill is 120 Hanover Street, Boston.
you represent it. It will grind with ease 6 to home testimonials.
$
\
It als0 makes excellent’ |” = 6m39
‘I'8'bushels of corn .per hour.
Graham flour, I consider it a bosn to farmers, and
it
will
be
indispensable
when
once
tested.
There
is
parents hardly expected her to arrive at ‘the age
First Letter Foundry
but one opinion—it'is a success.
:
of womanhood.
Xor three or four
years past
JOHN B. BOREMAN, Regent Ky. University.
she has had several severe turns of sickness, and
COMMENCED
NICHOLASVILLE, KY., Feb. 18, 1869,
at each it was thought she probably could not re
H. C. SANDUSKY & Co.:—The (Empire) MiH 1
cover. * No one thought it possiblethat her two
bought of you gives perfect satisfaction. I ring 7
elder sisters, who seemed to- be the pictures of or 8 bukhels per hour; in fact, it is Just thé thing for
farmers aud feeders.
None should be without one.
health from infancy, would pass, away first.
ISAAC BARKLEY.”
‘Yet they
did. ¥our
years this Winter, in a
“The
all that

blest.

AGENT,

Gas Fittings of all kinds ; Brass and Iron Valves ;

gd Lain

1870, aged nearly 26 years. Emma
had" been
married
but a few months when
she was prostrated by disease, quick consumption having
MANUFACTURED
BY
C
watched her for its prey. After a few weeks of
The
Empire
Corn
and
Feed
Mill
Company
pain and Suffering, she was released from earth to
of New York,
enter the joys of heaven. Emma had always ap- lb
peared to be healthy and rugged, but how soon
And Sold by Agents everywhere.
a young husband, parents, brothers and sisters,
were left to mourn.
But atthe approach of death
This mill isn WROUGHT
IRON-—not CAST IRON—
she sought the favor of him who alone can reand is case-hardened so as to run
for years without
injury.
It
works
with
less
power
thuany other,and
mote the sting of death, and smooth the passage
to the tomb: - She said she would like to live, if'it less expense, It has taken the First. Premium at the
State Agricultural Fairs of New York, Virgigia and
was the Lord’s will, to warn her youthful friends
Kentucky—the only omnes at which it has been exto prepare for heaven.
Butthat was not: to be.
hibited.
¥
:
It was said but few such weighty exhortations as
“BROCKPORT, N. Y., April 10, 1869.
hers, so_characterized by the spirit of God, fall
J.D.
WEST— Sir: I workéd my Ne. 4 Union Grist
from the lipsof the dying. Thus she died and
Mill, (now the Empire Mill,) with two horses at 160
passed away without a struggle, with a bright
revolutions, and I think I ground about 15 bushels of
prospect of eternal life beyond the fading scenes corn per hour. I then ground corn and oats mixed,
of earth.
Thus this afflicted family the fifth. time ‘and it ground that somewhat faster. 1 am perfeetly
satisfied with it. Yours &c.,
R. M. PALMER.”
are called to meurn.
Sermon, by the Rev. P.
y
“MONROE, N.Y., May 10, 1869, *
Moredyke.
“J, DD. WEST—Sir: I have used my No.3 Empire
Mill to my, entire satisfaction. I run it about 100
revolutiofis, and ground handsomely 5to 6 bushels

| ceded them. to the home of the

.

‘SOUTH NEW,MARKET,

Plain 4nd Galvanized Wrought Iron Pipe; Steam and

COLLINS, daughter of John and Maryau~

series of meetings held by Elder R.

printed from large
nnd. The work

Winter term begins Nov. 15; ends Jan. 20, 1871.

A. BROWN.

letta Pennington,

It is
el,

De sent to any address, postage paid,on receipt

25.

LITERARY

LICAL
Wik

with the/church, and from thereto Goodfarm,
S amember
at the organization ef the
there. ‘He was chosen deacon of the
h at Newark and also in Goodfarm, and
ained such till death. His wife, daughter of
Ider Nathaniel Brown, survives him.
He was
faithful in life and triumphant in death.
EMMA

LYNDON

:

church in Trumbull in 1831,
From there he removed to Tl. in 1837, and was one of the memchurch atits organization in Newark.

to

wl

36

movedto Genesee Co., N. Y., was baptized and
united with the F. Baptist church
in Middleury . From there he removed to Bethany and.
from there to Ohio.
He was one
of the’ mem-

bers of the church

November

Should be without this book.
and cleae
ana

ER.

Sprirg term begins March 7, and ends May 27.
Summer term begins June 6, and ends August 18.

heard with joy the welcome voice, ¢ Child} your
Father calls, come home.”
R.
25th

Teacher of Primary Depart-

ment.

house of wership, both on the Sabbith and in
the meetings of” prayer, hor wrapt Spirit appeas-’
‘ed to be lost in the vision of the
Adorable One.
She bore the infirmities of age with-fortitude and
DAVID GLEASON died in Livingston. Co.,

SUMPTION,

B

TERINARIAN, OR STOCK OWNER

KEN, Professor of Mathematics.

M188 JORIE

ings, and her words of faith and hope have never failed to comfort the people of God.
In the

Nov.

the horse,
(
She
FAR as well as that of cattle
and
AMATEUR, STOCK

COLLEGE.

es.

AWILLIA

of

*

REV. J. L.COLLIER, A.M. President.
REV.I. D. ADKINSON, A.M. of Heron of Ancient

meet-

SHEEP.

August 24.

Anniversary Exercises, June 21st.
“ N. F. WEYMOUTH, Secretary Trust.

would be to repeat the language of all who knew

has usually

AND

of the Ve!
Col
ly illustr
y Toh
work embraces a

A. B., Prin. of Normal Dep’t.

‘RIDGEVILLE

;

AMERICAN HORSE,
CATTLE

Mes. J. F. STEERE, Teacher of Music.
D. M. WAITT, Teacher in Gommercial Department.
_ Length of Term, ten wecks.
' CALENDAR,
1871--Spring Term begins February 2.
“
A
Bor
~
April rR

90th, 1870. . To say she was a mother in Israel
her. Her deep-toned piety and ardent zeal were
her
leading characteristics. Some forty years
since, she and six other professors of refigion
were organized into a Freewill Baptist church in
the town of Byron, and urtil about ome year
since (her strength failing by reason of age) she

"DISEASES

*

ENSTITUTE,

Miss L. MARIA SIMONS, Associate.

'

WANTED.

New and Valuible Standard Work.

5.00

PITTSFIELD, ME.

May

all the finest”
Mor b- ouse and

22m8&22 8

GEORGE B. FILES, A. B., Preceptor,
Miss NELLIE KNOWLTON, Preceptress.
Miss AROLINE M. FERNALD, Associate.

many

compris

Agcy

]
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never known.
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PUMPHRETT PEAREY died in Barrington, Feb.
14, aged95 years and 11' months. "Brother Pearey
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n peace; leaving a husband and three children to
mourn
their loss.
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ive principleof cocculus Indicus, as exPained above, is largely used‘for adulteratng. beer in Russia, and it is a frequent occurrence that brewers are fined on this ac-

terwards, that thé gentlemap’s memory was
rather treacherous, as he began to have amisgiving that the story had been told by the
Dowager Lady Snorfleur the very last time
they dined there; but there appearing on Your son may be dull; but he will makea’ ed “in such clear, concise and incomparable
further consideration, strong
circumstantial good soldier, and a very tolerable voter. language, that you forget his ugliness, his
evidence tending to show that this couldn't Your daughter may be very clever; but she impudence, insincerity and dishonesty, You
run away on the battle-field, - listen, and, as Rousseau said in one of his
- be, inasmuch as the Dowager Lady Snorfleur would certainly
had been, on the occasion in question,wholly. and very probably draw. a caricature on "the: “most eloquent letters, ‘‘in listening are unengrossed by the egotistical lady, the egotis- election ticket. There is the making of an done.” As a journalist he was successful,
tical gentleman recanted his opinion ; and admirable wife and mother, and a valuable as a historian he was popular, as'a minister
after laying the story at the doors of a great member of society, in that clever: young he was notorious, and national to a certain
She ishighly intelligent, thorough- extent. He has, no doubt, many talents and
many great people, happily left it at” last woman.
many defects, but his successes in life are
wiih the Duke of Scuttlewig, observing that ly well educated, reads Greek and Latin, and
more owi
to his worst vices than to his
has
a
“wider
range
of
knowledge
'
and
i-was not extraordinary
he had forgotten
his Grace hitherto, as it often happened that thopght-than ninety-nine in a’ hunderd of negative virtues. He is probably the most
- the names of those with whom we were the voters in the same district ; put there is intelligent man in Europe, ifa perception
the wants and wishes of the million indiupon the most familiar footing were the nothing of the politician in her nhture.. She of
very last to present ; themselves to our would rather any day read a fine poem than cate intelligence; but some think him also
the best political speech of the hour,.. What one of the most insincere, mocking and
thoughts.
It not only appeared that the .egotistical she does know of politics reaches her corrupt of public men, and at the bottom
couple knew everybody, - but that scarcely through ‘that dull but worthy brother of one of the shallowest in all sound knowl.
:
any event-of im
ince or. notoriety had hers. .1t is only occasionally that we meet edge.
occurred for many years with
- which they women with;an inherent bias for polities ;
had nok been in some way or ‘othéF con- and those are not, asa rule, the highest type
of the sex—it is only occasienally that they
neoted.
giv
tite
Heat from the Stars.
When the fire’ broke out wlich ended in are so. The interest most women feelin
the egotistical couple, being at that time at

church,

months, The subject of
this: notice embraced
Christ somé forty-five
years since, and was bap-.
tizedby the late Rev. P. Tracy, and united with
the F. Baptist chiirch in . Poland, of which she
remained a member until death. She was a living
Christian and a faithful wife and ‘tender

political questions ever arising to be settled
y the vote. They very soon weary of such ‘constitutes ‘the foaming, gives it the pleasquestions. On great occasions they can haut, pungent taste--its absence making all
work themselves up to a state of frenzied exinds of beer flat at once.”
citement over some one political question.
ow
tr
At such times they can parade a degree of
unreasoning prejudice, of
passionate hatred,
of blind fury, even beyond
what man can
Louis Adolf Thiers.
boast of.
But, in their natural condition, in
re
——
*
every-day life, they do not take instinctively
A
writer
in
the
British
Quarterly
Review
to. politics as men do. Men are born politicians; just as they are born masons and supplies the following personal description
carpenters, and soldiers and sailors. Not so of M. Thiers, the new “chief executive” of
women. Their thoughts and feelings
are the French nation, chosen thereto by the
given to other matters, The current of their voice of the National Assembly, and recogchosen avocations runs in another channel |nized, as the cable informs us, by the aimthan that of politics—a channel generally
uite out of sight of politics; it isan effort bassadors of the leading powers of Europe:
for them to turn from one -to the other. * As to physical appearance, it is impossiignoble little being
With men, on the contrary, politics, either ble to conceive amore
e has neither fig‘directly or indirectly, are closely, palpably, than Adolphe Thiers.
inevitably blended with thei r regular work ure, ner grace, nor mien; and truly, to use
in life. They give their attention uncon- the most unsavory description of Cormenin,
sciounsly, spontaneously, to politics. Look looks like ome of those provincial barbers
at a family of children, half boys, half girls; who, with brush and razors in hand, go
the boys take instinctively to whips and guns from door to door offering their savonnette.
.and balls and bats and horses, to Aghting His ‘voice is thin, harsh and reedy ; his asand wrestling and riding ; the girls
fondle pect sinister, deceitful, and tricky; a sartheir dolls, yo for a needle and thread," donic smile plays about his insincere and
mocking
mouth; and at first view you are
play at housekeeping, at giving tea-partie
to distrust so ill-fivored a looking
at nursing the sick baby,at teaghing school, disposed
That
erence lasts “through life,’ Gise, “little dwarf,and to disbelieve his story. But
= son, as he grows up, a gun
a vote; “hear the. persuasive little pigmy, hear him
he will delight in both. Give your daugh;’ fairly out, and he greets you with such
ter, as she
grows up, a gun and a vote, and, pleasant,” lively, light, voluble talk, inter-)
unless rly
exceptional woman, she spersed with historical remark, personal
will make a really good use -of neither, anécdote, Ingenious reflections, all convey-
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RACHEL, wife of Dea. Wm. Stanton,
died in
Poland, Me., Jan. 81, aged 63 years and 6

the beggar was a man; but when we think
that the beggar might be a girl, the anessor Dragendorff,:
formerly chemist to the
swer becomes quite plain.
police, Diérttoxine, the act~
‘We are told of two men who met each St. Petersburg

*¢ you talk as if it were almost a crime if
"Mr. Briggs not to have been as ill as we have
dence that both he and our dear Mrs,
Briggs are in such blissful ignorance of

palo

imported every year into England is sufficient for the adulteration of three-fifths

of all the beer .consumed.

the go of 25 she uni
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nt mother, a zealous and faithful Christian and
r noble qualities of heart won the
esteem of
furnish:
ong. Mon Hitting for Col
, Its
1 who knew her. ‘She leaves a devolpd family | Commercial
Dep
ent is one of the Most
Successof children, with a large circle of relatives, who
ful ‘in the
stage. Terms moderate. For full infordeeply mourn their loss, Yet so bright was her
Tope, and consistent her life, that they mourn
og
B38 GARDNER, Principal.
not for her as dead, but as one who shall live forWhitestown, N. Y., Jan.2, "71. - a
:
ever with the Lord. The last four weeks of her
earthly life she was a constant sufferer; yet amid | |
all the
pain of body, she was most deeply inter- " NEW HAMPTON INSTITUTION.
ested for
the souls of the people., She was heard
The
next Term
ns January 80.
* Jesus
to exclai m just before she passed away,
The
stees are glad to inform their friends that
is propuring the way;woon I shall stand upon the
nt faculty,—Prineipal and ‘Assistants—will
the shore.”
Funeral services by the writer. continue
their connection
e School next term,
and the public may be assured that the Institution as
Text, Isa. 83; 17.
;
G. H. CHAPPELL.

never seen that: it is utterly useless, and never employéd

Another puzzle is this: There was a
or blind beggar who had a brother; the

‘“ My dear,” interposed his wife, suiling,

been, instead of féeling

© man was on a’ journsy,

and he had, consequently,
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well—never let

been ‘born wh

of words and
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¥. Baptist church, of which she

kind and loving wife,san affectionate

harm any one, while on the contrary it

may be
neficial to the system,
ments, which are few and far between.
We happened
the other day, in the course phrases, Thus we are fold there was a we copy the following
fromra late issue of
of a morning
call, . to encounter
an
egotis- man who had six children, and had never the Manufacturer and Builder :
“The amount of cocculus Indicus now
tical couple, nor were .we suffered to re- seen one of them. We are led to suppose
ambiguity or double meaning

Dec.

Dec. 12, 1860, she became a member of the church
in Burlington Flats, of which she was an active
and consistent member to the last, A woman
of energetic mind, and of a hopeful nature, self
and all she had were laid upon the altar, in consecration to the Master’s service, She was a

contains but little alcohol, and its use can’
not
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and with this'people she lived

-
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the upbuilding of Christ’s kingdom for 23

For the benefit of those who believe that
Tt was once related in a city pa-:
during. the celebration, a child beer should be exempted from prohibition,
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thing they don’t know, or describe to them
have
anything they have not felt. They
been everything but dead. Sometimes we
are tempted to wish they had been even
that, but only in our uncharitable: mo.

very first
of the lady
brought them
active and
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ing the lady’s health, and the
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Six hundred and two Tabpievss, ‘Yolonting

©

accepted

time of ‘their election, and’ also

Egypt and Spain,

contestants,

The

Farrow and Whitely; $42,000 in all. Personal ex-,
planations occupied

some.

time, until

the

post-

The

proffer

of Englands

mediation has been

Pope proposes’ to ‘remain at the Vatican,

Ie is in ill health.

Paris is quiet.

confer-

laid on the tables Mr. Hooper, from the

;

Favre has*notified Bismarck of

the action of the assembly the Emperor has signed

House alone to originate a bill of that nature,
On Tuesday, in the Semite, the army appropri-

the treaty and the formal ratifications have been
exchanged. A league-ls being formed at Havre
to prevent the return of German employees.
The mobilized national guard have been ordered

recting the repayment to the Pacific

to return home at once. The mnegotiatons for
the final treaty will take place at Brussels. The
Belgian army is returning to a peace footing,

reported a resolution affirming the. right of the
ation bill was taken up to the exelusion of all
other business, An amendment was reported dirailroads

of

‘one-half the cofhpensationfor services rendered

‘the United States. The amendment was opposed
n a long speech by Senator Edmunds, but was
finally adopted. In the House, the resolution to
print 245,000 extra copies of the agricultural report was passed. Mr, Dawes’s motion, to recon-

. sider the vote by which the appropriation bill
was tabled, was carried; and he moved a substi
"tute, which was carried. Conference committee
were appointed on the Southern Pacific Railroad
bill and the postal and naval appropriation bills.
On Wednesday, in the Senate; authority was
given the special committee on southern outrag-

The appropriation

esto sit during the recess.

so as to authorize p.yment for
\yuartermaster stores furnished

commissary and

by loyal citizens duking

the rebellion.

The army

oppropriation bill afforded Mr. Saulsbury an
portunity to make another famous speech-on

use of the army at elections.
up.

The House

Tio bill was pasg-

appropriation

‘ed, and the naval

opthe

bill was

refused to take up the

taken

appor-

tionment bill, and went on with the bills on the
calendar, passing a’ great number, but refusing

to suspend the rules
bills.

The

Senate

to consider any
has

at

last

land-grant

yielded

to

the

House on the matter of the Indian appropriation

bill, and the report of the conference committee
has been acceptedin both branches. The Indian
appropriation bill, as passed, directs that only 50
per cent. shall bé paid on all bills. for the Indian

service, unless audited by..the ‘Indian commissiohers, and in the latter/case to the full amounts.
On

Thursday,

in the Senate,

the conference

committee on the legislative appropriation bill
reported that they had beén unable to agree, and

The formal ratification of the treaty of peace
took place at Versailles on Thursday, the French
being determined to hasten the evacuation of
the German troops as much as possible. The
evacuation was begun early on Friday morning
and soon the last German soldier was out of the
city and Paris began to assume a little of its wonted

any excess on the part of the Germans during the
siege.

LJ

a»

Paragraphs.
worth $300,000.

sg.

The new hammer in the Bessemer Steel Works,
at Harrisburg, Pa., wi sighs 35,000 pounds, and
cost $92,000.

There

is a machine in operation in East Sum-

ner, Me., which can make thirteen thousand toothpicks in a minute.
Mr.

William

Way,

of Noble,

Ind.,

recently

butchered a hog that had two distinet and, perfect
hearts.

Nauvoo;

formerly

famous

as

store.

:

A junk warehouse in Camden street, Baltimore,
has just burned, was the slave pen of the

‘city in the days of the pecgiliar mstitution.

In its

mass of rubbish was the identical ram taken from

The deficiency

the bow of the celebrated rebel craft Merrimack.

appropriition "bill was then taken up, debated
and passed, also thie “fortification bill was taken

Alabama has outstripped any Southern state

a new committee was appointed.

up.

Inthe House, 4 bill was passed appointing a

commission

for the

examination of claims from

loyal atizens of the South for supplies furnished
the army during the rebellion.
The Senate

amendments to the army and navy appropriation
bills were non-concurred in. A resolution wag
passed by a strict party vote declaring the charges

against Gemeral Haward to be false and approving his conduct. Another attempt by Mr. Hooper

young woman that you love hér

shen

you

really intending to make of her an uhpaid upper

servant? Not that 1 want you to pay your wife
a servant’s wages, It would be better to give

On Friday, in the Senate, the “bill relating to
~ ocean-cable telegraphs was passed.
A report
was made exonerating Senator Sprague of any
complicity in the alleged cotton frauds in Texas.
Both houses agreed to the conference report on

the

Southern. Pacific

Railroad

bill, and it was

therefore passed.
The House refused to vote
complete sets of the Congressional Globe to all
members of the Forty-first Congress; also to increwsSe pensions twenty per cent. The rest of

the time ‘was.consumed

in sending conference

committees on the various points of disagreement
on the several appropriation bills. At midnight

all but one had been passed.

her the rank of a partner in the concern.
true marriage is not a mere business

But a

carefully and return home,
At night they were sent
again, and would turn up
door and wait patiently for
This business was done

transaction.

Itis-a love aftair, True love is amenable to rea# n.- When any person of the opposite” sex attracts you, ask yourself what part of your nature
is moved, and whether ‘the’ influence you feel is
elevating or lowering.
Love is something more
than mere sexual passion.
It is more than mere

twenty years,

until old

MISCELLANEOUS.

BY a vote ona resolution
House of Representatives,

%"

before the U. S.

Gen.

Howard

is en-

“tirely
exonerated
from all charges
made
against
hi
5
1
=
There was a violent thunder storm in Chicago
and Cincinnati Thursday afternoon.
The English members of the joint

commission

visited the Senate chamber Friday.
A prize of $500 offered by the Frenchmen of
California for the first Prussian battle flag captured in the war, is claimed for Ricciotti Garibaldi,

who captured the flag of the sixty-first Prussia
regiment at Dijon, January 23d.
The statue of Roger Williams, presented by
the state of Rhode Island, was placed in the old

hall of representatives in ghe Capitol, Friday.
. The Nebraska legislatule
will probably -impeach Governor Butler for corrupt practices.

The public‘ debt has been decreased
960 during the last month.

$7,317,

"The President has nominated Henry D. Cooke

to be governorof the District of Columbis..

Recent legislation in New Jersey indicates the

emancipation

of the

Camden and Amboy.

state

from the controlof

The House ‘of Representatives

second
whom

Congress
130 are

of the Forty-

will contain 227 members,
republicans, 96 democrats

of

and 1

or ' become

Farmer

and

age

their

carried

This wonderful
i

these

MARCH

APPLES,
iL

It is a choice in which the heart and 3

kind master kept them

of.—Dumb

Ani-

er

We

woman you love, if, after an intimate acquaint‘ance, you both believe, on reasonable grounds,
that you can be happy together.
Learn each
other’s tastes, habits, plans and hopes, and seriously consider how you are going ta * keep the

—

need more combing wool and we need bet-

ter mutton,and there is no way of improving them

but by keeping the English long-wooled shee
and whatever difficulties there may be .in 4
way, can be overcome

by

intelligent

study

and

pay for a little grain or oil cake;

Some perfect house-

keeper may make you the most wretched of men.

tion.

The late Robert Barnesof Evansville, Ind., be-

the evil fruits of

without the reservation of a cent, for the purpose

fucha

character,

why I say make character the

of providing for and educating the destitute or-

and

test—not

this

raised

nity of turning our clover to good‘aecount,

grass and heavy

is

plishments of any kind, nor external circumstances—though all these things should bé duly considered.
It is possible that your Snnhiood-~which ~is of
rather more importance shan your farm—may
for treasure which hie concealed there over thirty |
find its best complement in the womanhood of
years ago. He has found one portion of if, the|‘one who has a decided talent, that calls her away
balance having doubtless been discovered and
from the business of a' housekeeper,
Shall she

\

——

Indications

Oil spilt on dry sawdust-has been known to take

fire in this way.
Oils that oxidize readily, like
cotton-seed oil, are especially liable to take fire
without apparent cause.
Hay, cotton, tow, flax,
hemp, rags, ‘leaves, spent tow, straw In manure
heaps, are all liable to take fire spontaneously

disturbance

Fieh

GOLD

but

The

TER

ey

bage .is one

of

tlie best-articles

it is cooked properly.
water.

- As

carbonate

of food

them oq the sides-of the door.

not buy the beautiful but costly

a ¢lire for dyspepsia a teaspoonful of

of soda neutralizes

the

acid in

The

:

cost of leeches sold in Europe exceeds

\R. 8. LB FITCH'S

Me

Ww

$10,000,000

per

annum.

The

finest are

said to

and

proceeds

from

to

this

back to the

A

shoulder-blade,,
also

the liver. Those that are prone

dustry at the Cape of Good Hope, where the bird

has already become a member of the‘“fancy poul-

constitution should add to it meat once a day, but
‘not oftener, and bread, if properly made.
Persons afflicted with dyspepsia should not use cal-

The Atheenum notes the curious fact that Mr.
Herbert Spencer's writings can be bought at St.

omel: Turkish
O Leary.

Petersburg in a Russian version, although none
of them have appeared in a French or a German

translation. The
tion of Women.”

same is true of Milly
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A correspondent of the Western Rural says
he cures chickens affected with cholera by mixing coal oil with their feed or drink.
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swer every purpose, for by placing in each two
or three sprays of Coliseum ivy, in a month’s

after dinner. The liver has much to do with
dyspepsia.
Whenever the whites .of the eye
when staeked in quantities in a damp state.
show a yellow tinge, it proceeds from the liver;
Sicily” Kas not its match in fhe production of tenderness in the pit of the stomach is an indicalimestone,
It° exports about 300,000 tons -an- tion of diseased liver, A slight pain under the

nually.

pu
Codfish,

need

dealer will advise} common glazed ones will

the

stomach.
The causes of dyspepsia are the use of
butter, grease, gravy, and eating too h
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net on an acre of blackberries; in one case two
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oh half acres of blackberries’ paid the interest
0
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to draw upon than anything else in nature or art.
Do you wish the ugly: plain doors that .shut off
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the interest $7000 on oné with grape
Another cultivator received the interest of $7000

- The use of English ivies for the purpose of deeorating living rooms is more extensive every

caused by the fermentation of food.
No .one
should eat cabbage boiled with meat, or onions
with steaks, as they create biliousness, Cab-

the oxidation to go on faster and faster, until the
mass bursts into flame.
Oily rags used by painters, and cotton waste used for wiping machinery,
are comimon causes of spontaneous enmbustion.

of

PO

HOPS.

or near Monmouth, in this state, realized the in-

English Ivy.

Dyspepsia.’

lowing fjets may serve to prompt our readers to
take precautionary steps against the evil. Itis
known that in inflammabBle substanees, when
slow combustion begins, the heat set free causes
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street Baptist church in Taunton, and after five other.” Most people, in giving advice to a young , temperature over sixty-five degreés Fahrenheit,
Take
care
and
not
enfeeble
your ivies by undue
days’ close confinement was discovered
and re- farmer, would say—seek a wife who is healthy,
heat or excessive watering, and you will find Low M ddling ih &.. 15} Groun , pure .1 @. 1 |
leased. In that time the half-starved animal had energetic, thorough, practical, and amiable.
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They are the sheep for the grain-growing
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GARDENING PROFITS.—A writer in thevo Hottrth
and Home tells of Jad; in New Jersey that pays

farmer, whose lands will grow an abundance of
clover, rather than for the owners ‘of land well
adapted to dairying.
They afford us the opportu-

ighed to see how long she can make her nice
dresses last without looking old-fashioned or
shabby. If you love and marry a woman who is
essentially silly and selfish, you will have to take

;
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CORN,
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.at about forty degrees Fahrenheit it becomes converted into an icy niass which merely requires
friction to develope all its explosive qualities, -—
Exchange,
}

of cheap land.
It is well that such is the case.
There is less danger of the market being glutted,
and prices forced down below the cost of produc-

conform to them without a murmur ;—that is, if
she loves you as I suppose.
You will be aston-

queathed his entire estate of $400,000 to $600,000,

Jurmets

intefnally or absorbed through the skin, and
small doses of it produce distressing headache.
It does mot explode when brought in contact
with fire, and remains unchanged even when

if during

take the place of the Merino on extensive tracts

And it is a silly thing to be scared out- of matrimony. by any young woman’s wardrobe.
Let her
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by an Italian, named Sobero, bit its practi

aromatic taste,

the scarcity of: pasture we feed such sheep all the
clover-hay they will eat, it is certainly no more
wasteful than it would have been to plow under
the clover for manure instead of making it into
hay.
Improved long-wooled sheep are not adapted
to a primitive system of farming. They ean néver

happy married life upon the quality of butter and

war.
Alabama has built 296 miles, Georgia 2314
Tennessee 155, Texas 132, North Carolina 146,
South Carolina 128, Virginia 104, Mississippi 128,
Arkansas 90, Florida 44.
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the surface as an oily liquid of pale yellow
color, is perfectly inodorous, ‘and has a sweet,

itable with improved stock. Lambs that at six
months old can be made to weigh 100 pounds will

may be able to get
along very happily, though she has all her experience of housekeeping to get after marriage. I
would not advise any young couple to try this,
but far worse mistakes are possible.
It is a hazardous thing to rest your hopes of a

BEANS.
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Marrow......295 @ 2 87

as nitro-glycerine,
which has more than ten times
the explosive force of gunpodwer.
It forms on

observation: High-priced land and high-priced
pot boiling.” All the better for you both if the labor demand
high farming
; and high farming reone you marry has a practical knowledge of
rquires high feeding ; and high feeding is only profhousehold affairs before her marriage ; but if she

is a good and sensible woman, and if you are a

GreenWinter 8 00 3 i Nn Tork. Aapbig
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explosive was
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Wool and Mutton.

With this definition of love in mind, I should
say, instead of giving a catalogue of the peculiar
virtues a farmer’s wife should possess, marry the

bread a woman can make.
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cal application was made by Alfred Noble, a
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Every one knows what glycerisie is—a clear, ROW
VP heois oo. 0 B88
1eseeaercesesssnss rie Bison
gyrupy liquid, sweet tothe taste, and somewhat
greasy to the touch. Its scope of emplo
BRIGHTON CATTLE MARKET.
ranges from the surgeon’s dispensary to the lady’
—
boudoir. Chemists term ita triatomic alcohol,
and [it may be derived from fat or tallow by the
Mami }, 1871.
action of lime and sulphuric acid. Its © moboan | 2
11,75 to 12,12.
po 00
10
are many and various, but as they have no bear
ing upon the present subject, we shall abstain
trom noticing them. If a quantity of nitric acid be
added to twice its weight of sulphuric acid, glycerine be poured into this, and carefully stirred—
the whole being surrounded by a freezing mixture—we- obtain that wonderful substance known

alone for their load
to the schoolshouse
the children.
by these horses for

them

MARKET,

Wholesale Prices for the week ending,

says

poor: from

How N TAT

mals.

tellect are agreed.

Asfires are constantly occurring throughout the

On Saturday, besides doing considerable imik
business, the organization of the XLII
Congress was effected.

correspondeit of. the: Valley

1. The exhaustion of the soil from: the constant

children ‘to tumble out, then make their turn

know—the good and sensible girl whom you love
in the number of miles of railroad built since the - —just what your circumstances are, and she will

carried off by other parties.

A

that orchards die”
causes :

in” among buffalo skins and blankets,
Then these horses, without driver or guidance
of any kind, would start off -briskly, go to the
school-house, turn up to the door, wait for the

are

YomK
vei——"

more children, who in great glee would “pile

tell a

phans of Indiana.
to take the bill repealing the income tax was all
in vain. Mr. Dawes from the eonference com- | A San Jose, Cal, paper reports that a welldressed gentleman has been ingits vicinity for
mittee on the legislative appropriation bill reported at length his reasons for refusing to.concur several days searching the hollows of the trees

with the Senate. He was supperted by Mr.
Logan and others and a new committee was
formed.
ov

NEw

regular spots of a bluish or almost black tint.
Many persons who admired them thought they

the capital of good and sensible man ‘you

Mormondom, is becoming equally famous for its
grape wine.
Sixty thousand gallons were sold
last y®ar, and more than that amount is now in

which

—

see that it is the worst kind of cheating

fancy.

About 800. new sleighs will be carried over to
next year in Boston, and 3,500 in New England,

~|

Orchards Decay.

crops of apples; from the blowing away by the
All seem to agree. that farming can.notbe car weré choicé new varieties from the seed. Yellow | winds of the leaves of the tree which nature de
signed to feed the soll on which the tree stands;
‘ried on very profitably by.a man who hay to deflowers appear to be insensible to tho influence by the crops of grass, grain or roots constantly
pend upon hired labor and hired sapervision inof charcoal.
taken from the same ground and litle return of
side the house.
Why not? * Because né ordi
substance to it.
HIG
narily paid housekeeper will look after the odds td
2. Another means of their destruction has
and ‘ends with suflicient economy.” Thenan ex“Handy Horses. ,
been in whipping the trees with poles to remove
traordinary housekeeper, who does attend to all
it
re
—
the apples. And still another-cause was the pasthe little details that save expenses, and add to
Not many ‘years ago 4 gentleman of South turage among them,
the profits of farming, should receive morg than
Adams, Mass., owed a pet span of horses and a
3. To restote them :—If any are left worth reordinary compensation, should she mot? even
though she goes by the name of “wife.” * But numerous family, who were ‘also pets, as was storing, man must cease to crop the ground unevery living thing under his protection,
der them,and manure them with vegetable mold,
a wife,” you say, “ will do all that for love, not
The district school-house was-a mile Sf over decaying leaves, lime, wood ashes and salt, A
for money.”. “ Yes, she will, indeed, for love.”
a bleak road, in a very snowy country,
compost. ‘of these substances would be excellent ;
"Pere i$ no telling how much a woman will do if’
These horses, when colts, were accustomed ‘to*
4
or one formed in part by soap-suds and refusshe is sure of her husband’s love, and if she loves
carry and feteh the children, and after a ‘while od slops, ‘chip dirt, turf, ete., well rotted.
ih return.
were, intrusted with the whole business. After
Then trim them of all dead limbs, and those
But, my d
youhg farmer on the lookout Tor being hitched up to the old lumber-box sleigh,
tha cross and gull each other, and of all suckers
a suitable
hélpmeet, I want to whisper a few
they would * of their own free will,” trot up to- that féed upon trunks or limbs, not necessary for
sisterly words in your ear. “ Don’t marry just for
the farm-house door, receive some half-dozen or a crop.
the sake of getting a housekeeper. Do
you not

There. was not the least complaint of |

aspect.

Wife Er a Farmer.
er

office appropriation bill was proceeded with. The
The Bavarian minister at Rome has provisionproposed increase of the Pacific Mail Steamship ally assumed the functions of German ambassasubsidy was lost—32 to 19; Also Mr. Sherman’s dor to the Holy See,in place of Count von Arhim
Cincinnati and Newport bridge amendment was transferred to Paris.
afterwards resuscitated and passed in ap-amende d
Another terrible colliery wenident Secmmell on
form. The bill was then reported«nd passed. Fhyrsday at Wictoria in England. The dead will
In the House the omnibus appropriation bilt was probably number twenty.
of Commons has voted to appoint
taken up, The appropriation of $1,894,807 for | The Housg
the New York post office and custom-house was a select colpmittee to inquire into the affairs of
changes in the English cabinet’
voted. After considerable debate on other ap- Ireland. More
propriations, amid much confusion, the bill was are rumored.

ence conimittee on the iicome tax repealing bill,

The

by both parties in the dispute between

iy

coal upon pctunlas, and found that both the
white and violet colored flowets were equally
sensitive to its action, It always gave great vigor to the red or violet colors of the flowers, and
the ‘white petunias became veined with red or
‘| violet tints; the violets became covered with ir-

were found in the forts.

On Monday, in'the Senate, it was voted to pay.
Senators Hill and Miller, from Georgia, from the
the

Rant m Dunst.

to

the army of Paris, have been delivered to the
Germans, and 1867 cannon, in good condition,
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and their eldest sons. After this came esquires by than any other. - Probably it accounts for the |
profession—officers in the army and navy, bar- protection copper affords against cholera; gold, |
risters

and doctors of law, and doctors of medi-

cine, but not sargeons besides
;
esquires by officer
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of esquire, or Esq., became an appendage to the name’ of every man in England!
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not wiradesmai or shopkeeper. and thus it came | A horticulturist in England Surchinsed a rose
to this country. Here we still more democratized | ‘bush full of promising buds—ihe flowers, howit, ‘and bestowed it on every man without dis- ever, were of a faded hue. He covered the earth

crimination. It is now regardedds a somewhat
obsolete custom here. Vulgar people still write
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ed for the? benefit of the draught animals or city|
strest ears. The bit of the bridle or head-stallis
made_hollow, and has attached to it a flexible |
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Thompsonville,

tering » horses when triveling or at work, by
which their thirst may be assuaged without stop-

in the pot about an inch thick with pu. verized
charcoal, and was surprised some days afterward tube (connected witha tank carriedin orion the
;
5 and get offended if not so addressed ; but
| toto find the blooms of a lively rose color, He re- ivehicle,' By pulling a string the waterjg caused
it
rapidly becoming the general custom to ad- peated the experiment another sedson ‘with the ‘to flow ‘into the bit, and thence through a sulin
pe result.”
He then tried the Powdersd char ble orifice into the horse’s mouth,
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TREATISE.

The New Treatije, just revised by order”
of the Génersl Conference, can now be had
on application; for 25 cents for each copy. ‘
Postage (extra)® 4 cents ‘Tor single one, or ~
2 Gents each for two or more copigs. Orders are® solicited.
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